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ABSTRACT
WHAT STEPMOTHERS CAN TEACH US ABOUT CONTEMPORARY FAMILY LIFE, THE
INSTITUTION OF MOTHERHOOD, AND THE REPRODUCTION OF GENDER
INEQUALITY
by
Melissa D. Day, May, 2019

A substantial amount of scholarly attention has been dedicated to understanding changes
in the institution of family and, within the context of these changes, how the institution of
motherhood continues to play a central role in reproducing gender inequalities for women in
society. Through two distinct, but interrelated papers, this dissertation examines stepmothers’
experiences in the family with the goal of expanding our understanding of the reach of the
institution of motherhood into the lives of all women. The first paper draws on 33 semistructured, in-depth interviews with stepmothers. From these data, my findings are two-fold.
First, I find that stepmothers’ abilities to enact facets of motherhood they identify as central to
what it means to be a good (step)mother are patterned by the residential status arrangements of
their stepfamilies, which are more diverse than previous research with stepmothers shows.
Second, despite variation in the extent to which they can enact various facets of motherhood,
stepmothers across residential status categories share the sentiment that lack of a biological bond
with stepchildren is a defining feature of their role as a stepmother. This is a compelling finding
because, in practice, it affirms there is a hierarchy within our socially constructed understanding
of motherhood, rooted in essentialism, where even in the most extreme cases when stepmothers
are doing all the work of mothering in their stepfamilies, they are not afforded the privileged
status of being considered a mother in the family system. This holds true even in the complete

x

absence of biological mothers from the stepfamily system. To reconcile this mismatch between
role performance and status attribution, stepmothers embrace narratives of differentiation and
deference as they enact their roles, but still ultimately model their stepmothering from dominant
cultural expectations about what good mothering is. The exception to this pattern is revealed in
rare cases in the sample where biological mothers have ceded their privileged social status in the
family system, in turn, making room for others to assume the status of mother. For the second
paper, I draw on ethnographic data gleaned from 57 hours of participant observation at Christian
ministry seminars for stepmothers. I attended these weekend-long seminars for three consecutive
years. I find that these seminars construct a foundation for stepmother attendees to build a unique
therapeutic community; a rare opportunity for women who find themselves marginalized from
other mother- and parent-centered spaces because of their stigmatized identity. In their
programming efforts, the seminar leaders construct and share a therapeutic tool-kit, comprised of
both secular and religious resources, for stepmothers to use as they navigate the ambiguous work
of stepmothering. Embedded in this unique tool-kit is a typology of gendered emotion work
stepmothers are encouraged to do – self-work, (re)marriage work, and (step)family work.
Previous research shows that gendered emotion work plays a key role in the reproduction of
gender inequalities in society; how this applies to stepmothers has not been explored in the
literature. Overall, this dissertation adds to an existing literature, albeit in new ways, regarding
how even in the face of societal progress and change, flexible ideologies about gender and
motherhood are a powerful, enduring ideological force.

xi

INTRODUCTION
In the first chapter of his book, Modernity and Self-Identity: Self and Society in the Late
Modern Age (1991), sociologist Anthony Giddens writes:
“The coming of modernity, it might be accepted, brings about major
changes in the external social environment of the individual, affecting
marriage and the family as well as other institutions; yet people carry on
their personal lives much as they always did, coping as best they can with
the social transformations around them. In struggling with intimate
problems, individuals help actively to reconstruct the university of social
activity around them.” (p.12)
Citing the work of Wallerstein and Blakeslee (1989), Giddens goes on to explain how after a
divorce, individuals are faced with the task of “establishing a ‘new sense of self,’ a ‘new sense of
identity’” (p.11). This reflexive process continues into remarriage/repartnership when a
stepfamily unit, comprised of “complex kin connections resulting from the multiple marriages of
parents” is formed (p.13).
A number of questions emerge for stepfamily members as they establish a new sense of
self as individuals and as a family unit. For instance, very basically, “should a stepmother be
called ‘mother’ by the child, or called by her name?” (Giddens 1991:13). Because of these and
other questions about identity and boundary work in stepfamily life, the stepparent role has been
described by family scholars as ‘incompletely institutionalized’ as it is characterized by role
ambiguity and a lack of clarity regarding the use of proper kinship terms, traditions, and patterns
(Cherlin 1978). Further, stepparents tend to have limited legal rights to their stepchildren
(Mahoney 2006), but as a result of being the partner of a parent may have immense financial and
emotional responsibilities to them. In the midst of all the potential ambiguities, Giddens (1991)
claims that. “One thing we can be sure of is that the changes involved here are not just external
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to the individual. These new forms of extended family ties have to be established by the very
persons who find themselves most directly caught up in them” (p.13).
In essence, my work attempts to understand the reflexive processes that stepfamily
members engage with as they navigate their new sense of self in a kin system that is more
complex than a traditionally conceptualized nuclear, “standard North American family” (SNAF).
SNAF, as an ideological code, has been reflected upon and critiqued by feminist scholars as it
limits our understanding of the family as a socially constructed, diverse entity, and when
institutionalized (e.g., in surveys) further reproduces itself in scholars’ works (Smith 1993). For
this research, I focus specifically on the identity work of stepmothers.
Stepfamilies have not, by any means, gone unnoticed by scholars (Ganong and Coleman
2017). However, previous studies about divorce, remarriage, and parenting often exclude or
minimize the prevalence and experiences of the stepmother. One source of this are flaws in
existing data on the contemporary American family, which may help explain why stepmothers’
experiences are under examined in research. For example, the U.S. Census records the primary
residence of children in one household, even in cases where divorced parents have equally
shared custody; this most often ends up being the mother’s home – a result of the cultural
primacy we place on the caregiving relationship between mothers and children. Estimates of
stepfamily households from 2009 suggest approximately 4 million of the 5 million children in
stepfamilies lived with their mother and stepfather (Kreider and Ellis 2011), but this does not
account for shared residential status. Therefore, stepfamily research is highly skewed toward
“stepfather families” because they statistically appear as the most common stepfamily form.
Literally not being counted at the macro level means there are weak social and institutional
supports for stepmothers that, in turn, likely impacts their everyday lives.
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What we do know about stepmothers’ experiences paints a bleak picture, as negative
outcomes for parents in stepfamilies are most prevalent among stepmothers. For instance,
compared to other parents in the stepfamily, stepmothers experience higher stress and depression
(Neilson 1999; Shapiro and Stewart 2011). They are most vulnerable to feeling hurt, angry,
withdrawing from the family, and harboring resentment toward other stepfamily members
(Henry and McCue 2009). Stepmothers often lack confidence and security in their familial role,
feel little control over household finances and parenting issues, and feel defeated in their efforts
to be a good stepmother (Doodson and Morley 2006). They also experience low marital
happiness; some wish they never married their spouse and contemplate divorce (Knox and
Zusman 2001). Stepmothers may feel such distress in their roles as a result of having inadequate
anticipatory socialization for the stepmother role. While women are socialized to anticipate
motherhood, “what they do not expect and plan for is to grow up and become stepmothers”
(Coleman, Trolio, and Jamison 2008:2).
A backdrop for the empirical findings we have on stepmothers’ experiences are the
inconsistent cultural messages stepmothers receive about their roles and identities, which they
may draw on for an understanding of how to assume their otherwise ambiguous roles. On the one
hand, being a stepmother is depicted in popular culture as a role extended from our cultural
constructions of “good mothers” who are nurturing and kind and, therefore, stepmothers should
and will instantaneously love their stepchildren (Dainton 1993) – think, Carol Brady. On the
other hand, stepmothers have been construed as ‘wicked,’ cruel, jealous, and ill equipped for
motherhood in fairytales (e.g., Cinderella and Snow White) and in Hollywood movies (e.g.,
Stepmonster (1993) and Stepmom (1998). The wicked-stepmother myth has cultural implications
because it (1) guides the perceptions and expectations of others, (2) influences how stepmothers
perceive themselves, and (3) guides how stepchildren may view their stepmother (Claxton-
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Oldfield 2000). In reality, it is likely that neither extreme of the “good” or “bad” stepmother
accurately represents the reality of stepmothers’ experiences, but it is a stigma they confront, and
subsequently manage, in their everyday lives (Miller, Cartwright, and Gibson 2018).
The divorce rate for stepcouples is estimated to be between 65-75% (Hart 2009); and this
estimate does not account for unmarried, cohabiting couples which are increasingly prevalent in
the U.S. (Sassler and Miller 2017). Given the findings of previous empirical research on
stepmothers, it is not difficult to imagine how the stress of managing an ill-defined role,
potentially contentious relationships with current and ex-spouses, and financial strain may stress
stepfamilies and help explain the high divorce rates among these couples (Cherlin and
Furstenberg 1994). A better understanding of stepmotherhood can help us understand how to
provide both social and institutional supports for stepmothers and their relationships. More
extensive research about the complexity of stepmothers’ experiences is needed and my research
will add to this literature.
Despite the things we do know about stepmothers and their difficult roles, millions of
women are negotiating their roles and stepfamily relationships every day, and there are still gaps
in our knowledge as to how they do so. My research aims to add to our understanding of
stepmothers’ familial experiences and explain how stepmothers make sense of their role and
what this can tell us about contemporary family life, the institution of motherhood, and the social
reproduction of gender inequalities. Specifically, I ask: What are stepmothers’ experiences in the
family? And how are these experiences patterned by diversity in stepfamily structures? What
messages are potential sources of support for stepmothers communicating to them about how to
best assume their role? And, finally, what are the at large implications of the identity work
stepmothers do?
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My dissertation is comprised of two empirical papers. In the paragraphs that follow, I
outline the research questions, methods, and key findings for each one.
Paper 1: How do stepmothers describe their experiences in the family? How, if at all, is
stepmothers’ identity work patterned by diversity in stepfamily structures? What are the potential
implications of this for our understanding of the institutions of gender, family, and social
inequality?
To answer the research questions above, I conducted semi-structured interviews with 33
stepmothers. In this extended article, I profile the stories of 16 of the stepmothers I interviewed
to tell the story of what day-to-day life is like for stepmothers across a diverse set of
circumstances. There are few places where stepmothers’ voices are authentically shared, thus this
extended article aims to bring their stories into the light.
Further, I find that stepmothers identify four facets of motherhood as central to their
experiences and their beliefs about what it means to be a good (step)mother – the provision of
economic and physical care, discipline, economic support, and a biological bond. This suggests
that stepmothers model their stepmothering from dominant cultural expectations about what
good mothering is (Hays 1996). Stepmothers’ abilities to enact facets of motherhood they
identify are patterned by the residential status arrangements of their stepfamilies. I used
respondents’ descriptions of their experiences to create three theoretically grounded residential
status categories (non-residential, shared residential, and full-time residential stepmothers). This
approach to understanding residential status is more nuanced than previous research with
stepmothers has discussed. Despite variation in the extent to which they can enact the provision
of care, economic support, and discipline, stepmothers across residential status categories share
the sentiment that lack of a biological bond with stepchildren is a defining feature of their role as
a stepmother. This is a compelling finding because, in practice, it affirms there is a hierarchy
within our socially constructed understanding of motherhood, rooted in essentialism, where even
in the most extreme cases when stepmothers are doing all the work of mothering in their
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stepfamilies, they are typically not afforded the privileged status of being considered a mother in
the family system; and in the rare instance they are, they still do not feel like mom. This holds
true even in the complete absence of biological mothers from the stepfamily system. To
reconcile this mismatch between role performance and status attribution, stepmothers embrace
narratives of differentiation and deference as they enact their roles. The exception to this pattern
is revealed in rare cases in the sample where biological mothers have ceded their privileged
social status in the family system, in turn, making room for others to assume the status of mother.
When biological mothers cede their privileged status, stepmothers can cross an “imaginary
threshold” in which they get to be the mom.
Given their challenging roles, I also sought to explore what kinds of help or support
resources are available to stepmothers. Previous research suggests that stepmothers may seek
support from online support groups (Craig and Johnson 2011; Christian 2005), talk-therapy (e.g.,
Hart 2009), and books about stepfamily life (Coleman and Nickleberry 2009). However, my
research yielded few examples of physical spaces where stepmothers can gather face-to-face to
form a supportive community. The one place I did find this was happening was in the context of
Christian ministry work – in unique weekend long support seminars for stepmothers. Which,
leads to the second paper in this dissertation.
Paper 2: What are Christian ministries for stepmothers communicating to women about the
stepmother role? How do these messages reinforce or retreat from enduring dominant cultural
ideologies about gender, (step)motherhood, and (step)family? And what are the potential
implications of this?
To answer the above questions, I draw from data gleaned from 57 hours of participant
observation at weekend long Christian ministry seminars for stepmothers, which I attended
annually for three consecutive years. Collecting data in this field site yields data that is unique to
the literature on both stepmothers and the sociology of religion. No previous studies investigate
re(marriage) or stepfamily ministries and no previous studies explore the intersection of
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stepmotherhood and religion. This is a significant omission from the literatures for several
reasons. It is well established that individuals utilize various aspects of their “cultural tool-kits”
to makes sense of everyday life and personal identities (Swidler 1986). Cultural-tool kits include
religious values, and religion is an important aspect of social life for many Americans (PEW
2015). Conservative Christianity in particular places high value on heterosexual marriage, with
defined traditional gender roles, as the foundation for family life (Powell et al. 2010). Traditional
values regarding gender, (re)marriage, divorce, and family then, can butt up against
contemporary demographic trends in American family life. For instance, Americans repartner
and remarry sooner after ending a prior relationship, and more often, than couples in other
Western nations do; this means that many Americans find themselves recoupling or remarrying
multiple times during the course of their lifetimes (Cherlin 2009). Research shows that Christian
women, in particular, are more likely to remarry and often do so more quickly than their nonreligious counterparts (Brown and Porter 2013; Xu and Bartkowski 2017). Some religious
institutions then, have begun to adapt their ministries and doctrines to changes in family life –
including outreach to stepfamilies.
From my time at the seminars, I find that they construct a foundation for stepmother
attendees to build a unique therapeutic community; a rarity for stepmothers who are often
marginalized from other mother- and parent-centered spaces. In their programming efforts, the
seminar leaders construct and share a therapeutic tool-kit, comprised of both secular and
religious resources, for stepmothers to use as they navigate the ambiguous work of
stepmothering. Embedded in the tool-kit is a typology I identify of gendered emotion work that
stepmothers are encouraged to engage with as they do identity work in their families – self-work,
(re)marriage work, and (step)family work. The performance of private emotion work, or
“activities that are concerned with the enhancement of others’ emotional well-being and with the
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provision of emotional support” (Erickson 2005:338), is gendered. Women do more emotion
work than men in both the private and public spheres of social life – “especially emotion work
that affirms, enhances, and celebrates the well-being and status of others” (Hochschild
2002:165). Emotion work, as a form of private self-work, has been given surprisingly little
attention as it applies to the context of family life, but a small body of research suggests that
albeit it being lesser explored, gendered emotion work may play a key role in the reproduction of
gender inequalities in society (e.g., Duncombe and Marsden 1995; Minnotte, Pedersen and
Mannon 2010). I argue that the emotion work typology I identify is useful for understanding the
complexities of stepmothers’ identity work in the context of their complex familial experiences,
but also for unpacking the complex ways the performance of private, gendered emotion work in
family life is socially constructed and reinforcing of gender inequalities in society.
In all, this study, as many others that come before it, aims to make sense of the enduring
gender inequalities observed in the institution of family. Family is a fundamental social
institution in society and understanding it is revealing of the social condition at large. This study,
like others, demonstrates that despite the social advances women have made, there are still
enduring gender inequalities they confront within the institutions of gender, motherhood, and
family (England 2010). Stepmothers illuminate these issues in a way that previous studies have
not shown. In short, the ways gender inequalities are reproduced in the family are uniquely
illuminated by stepmothers’ familial experiences.
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HOW BIOLOGY MATTERS:
STEPMOTHERS’ EXPERIENCES ENACTING MOTHERHOOD

INTRODUCTION
A substantial amount of scholarly attention has been dedicated to understanding changes
in the institution of family and, within the context of these changes, how the institution of
motherhood continues to play a central role in reproducing gender inequalities for women in
society. The American family has undergone significant transformation since the 1960s, changes
that have impacted women’s lives in particular (Cherlin 1978, Coontz 1997). Since then, an
increased number of middle-class women entered the workforce and now balance work and
family as dual-priorities (Hochschild and Machung 1989). In addition to gains in access to
education and the workforce, women have also realized increased access to contraceptives and
abortion, and thus women today have fewer children and delay childbearing (Goldin 2006). The
widespread acceptance of no-fault divorce policies in the 1970s also made divorce more possible
and prevalent among couples than ever before in American history. Divorce rates among
American couples have plateaued since the 1970s and many Americans find themselves
recoupling or remarrying during the course of their lifetimes (Cherlin 2009). Furthermore,
cohabitation and non-marital childbearing are increasingly more common than marriage and
marital childbearing (Sassler and Miller 2018).
This means, that even while most of us do not expect to be members of a stepfamily, over
the course of our lives the majority of Americans find that we are (Pew 2011). This, combined
with powerful cultural ideologies about motherhood, presents unique challenges for women who
find themselves in a stepmother role. Gendered assumptions about what constitutes a “good
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mother” or “good father” are deeply imbedded in the family as a social institution where,
traditionally, women are caretakers of children and the home and men are economic providers
(Hays 1996, Townsend 2002). Both men and women are gender socialized early and throughout
the life course – this includes socialization into gendered parental roles. However, motherhood
ideology genders stepparents’ experiences. While stepfathers often “fill a vacuum left by the
departed biological father,” stepmothers “inhabit the space already occupied by the biological
mother” and “may judge themselves according to the culturally dominant view that mothers
should play the major role in [child rearing]” (Cherlin and Furstenberg 1994:371). Stepmothers
form relationships with their stepchildren as “second tier mothers” or “replacement mothers who
are there when the biological mother cannot be” (Hart 2009:131). In other words, stepmothers
often mother children, but they don’t get to be mom (Coleman, Trolio, and Jamison 2008). This
means the stepmother role is uniquely challenging because it is characterized by ambiguity and
ambivalence in the face of cultural expectations that highlight women as the most desirable
childrearing parent (see e.g., Rich 1986). An important question then, one that has been lesser
explored in the motherhood and stepfamily literatures, is how stepmothers’ experiences in the
family can illuminate the persistence of problematic aspects of motherhood ideology. With this
in mind, I ask: How do stepmothers describe their experiences in the family? How, if at all, is
stepmothers’ identity work patterned by diversity in stepfamily structures? And, what are the
potential implications of this for our understanding of the institutions of gender, family, and
social inequality?
To answer the questions above, I draw from data collected during the course of a threeyear study of stepmothers’ experiences in the family. For this extended paper, I present findings
from in-depth, semi-structured interviews with stepmothers. I find that across their diverse
stepfamily circumstances, stepmothers draw on dominant cultural expectations about
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motherhood in their conceptualization of what it means to be a good (step)mother. They
specifically articulate four facets of motherhood as central to their experiences and their beliefs –
the provision of economic and physical care, discipline, economic support, and a biological
bond. Respondents’ abilities to enact these facets of motherhood are patterned by the residential
status arrangements of their stepfamilies, with the exception of the tenet of sharing a biological
bond – which stepmothers largely agreed was something that they could not enact, even in
circumstances where biological mothers were absent from the stepfamily system. Lack of a
biological bond, then, is a defining feature of stepmotherhood. In turn, as they do the work of
stepmothering, respondents described the various ways they actively differentiate their roles
from those of biological parents, especially mothers, and also enact deference to the symbolic
status of biological parents. I conclude by discussing exceptions in my sample to a view of
motherhood that prioritizes essential differences between biological mothers and stepmothers in
the family system.

Stepfamilies & Stepparents
Stepfamilies are traditionally formed through remarriages, but are also created out of
nonmarital childbearing or cohabitation; they are found across social classes, racial and ethnic
groups, and sexual orientations (Stewart 2007). Stepfamilies are a mosaic of arrangements – this
is the “norm” in American family life, and it has been for decades (Angier 2013, Coontz 1997).
However, stepfamily life can still feel abnormal for those living it day in and day out because
many aspects of stepfamily life are an ‘incomplete institution,’ meaning there is an overall lack
of norms around names, family roles, kinship patterns, and legal relationships (Cherlin 1978).
Navigating ill-defined familial roles, complex custody arrangements, scarce resources, and more,
feels so abnormal that an estimated 65 to 75 percent of married stepcouples divorce – which does
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not even include the dissolution of stepfamilies formed through nonmarital arrangements
(Cherlin & Furstenberg 1994).
How the formation and functionality of stepfamilies in society are understood is complex.
Stepfamilies are formed through diverse pathways or “interlocked trajectories of social roles,
including education, work, family, and residence that are followed by individuals and groups
through society” (MacMillain and Cooper 2005:859). Susan Stewart (2007), argues that “the
particular way that a stepfamily is formed (via non-marital childbearing, cohabitation, marriage,
etc.) influences stepfamily relationships, dynamics, and well-being later on” (p.xiii).
Furthermore, because stepfamilies are sometimes culturally perceived as “less functional and
more problematic than nuclear families…stepfamilies and stepfamily members are stereotyped
as possessing mostly negative traits and characteristics, and interactions within stepfamilies are
thought to be harmful and unpleasant” (Ganong and Coleman 1997:86). On the other hand, other
researchers find that “most stepfamilies work quite well” (Coontz 1997:167).
Approximately 5.3 million American children under the age of 18 live with a stepparent
(Sweeney 2010). Families are a foundational social institution in society and play a key role in
the socialization of children, done through the act of parenting. Without a biological connection
as a basis for the parent-child relationship, stepparents often have to work to nurture and build
relationships with stepchildren over time. Additionally, stepparents enter preexisting patterns of
family relationships where they need to find their place (Hart 2009). Coontz (1997) writes that
overall, “parenting in stepfamilies requires a thick skin, a sensitive ear, and a highly developed
sense of balance” (p.170). Despite a large body of literature that has emerged since the 1980s on
stepfamilies (Ganong and Coleman 2017), lesser known within the literature, are the nuances and
diversities in stepmothers’ experiences in the family (Pylyser, Buysse and Loeys 2018).
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Gender & Stepparenting
All stepparents have some experiences in common, but the experiences of stepfathers and
stepmothers are also arguably distinct. While women are socialized to anticipate motherhood,
“what they do not expect and plan for is to grow up and become stepmothers” (Coleman, et al.
2008:2). Therefore, the transition to stepmotherhood “requires that the stepmother undergo major
psychological change in order to successfully address the multiple psychological tasks”
associated with marriage and children from a partner’s previous marriage (or marriages) (Hart
2009:129). What we do know from previous research is that the stepmother role is challenging
and relatively under examined. For example, stepmothers often feel that matters regarding their
stepchildren, such as finances and parenting, are “out of their control;” this powerlessness can
lead to feelings of anger and resentment (Henry and McCue 2009). And, when compared to
stepfathers, stepmothers have more difficulty establishing close, meaningful relationships with
their stepchildren (Stewart 2007).
Stepmothers also tend to fare worse than other adults in stepfamily contexts in regards to
stress and health outcomes. In previous studies, stepmothers report feeling high levels of stress in
general and report feeling more stressed than stepfathers (Neilson 1999). Another study that
compares stress and depression in stepmothers and biological mothers found that stepmothers
reported more depressive symptoms, had higher levels of parental stress, and lower levels of
child regard than biological mothers (Shapiro and Stewart 2011). The ambivalence and
ambiguity associated with diverse stepmother roles and experiences, some of which are
illuminated in this study, help to partially explain why scholars observe these negative outcomes
for stepmothers.
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(Step)Motherhood As An Institution
Women’s experiences in families is rooted in our post Industrial Revolution sociocultural construction of motherhood as a social institution. Cultural constructions of motherhood
dictate powerful social standards for women. Today, regardless of their ability to realistically
live up to such standards, women widely believe that “intensive mothering” is the most desirable
model for mothering (Hays 1996). Intensive motherhood assumes children are sacred and that
mothering is labor intensive, expert guided, expensive, and emotionally absorbing. Mothers who
do not aspire to this model are often considered “bad mothers” and “bad women.” Women also
feel the pressures of “total motherhood” which “stipulates that mothers’ primary occupation is to
predict and prevent all less-than-optimal social, emotional, cognitive, and physical outcomes” for
their children (Wolf 2011:72). In turn, “motherhood” is a moral code whereby women are
socially evaluated based on their abilities to fulfill their ‘natural’ role as caretakers, minimize
risks, and put their own desires and needs second to those of their children (Rich 1986). These
cultural constructions of contemporary motherhood shape the lived realities of women and,
likely also shape contemporary stepmotherhood, though this has not been deeply explored in the
literature.
In her book, Of Woman Born: Motherhood as an Experience & Institution” (1986),
Adrienne Rich articulates how “motherhood is earned” via the physiological process women go
through to gestate, give birth to, and nurse children, but how it is also a socially constructed
social institution that, in the context of patriarchal capitalism, disadvantages women. The rise of
motherhood as the social institution we know it as today occurred around the time of the
Industrial Revolution. During this time, within the context of the so called “rise of domesticity,”
motherhood was constructed as an individualized experience, done in the context of a private
home. Rich argues this is an ideology that isolates and represses women by diffusing and
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undermining their collective power. Ultimately, then, motherhood is considered a private
activity, hidden from the public political sphere, but simultaneously deeply embedded within it.
Rich’s arguments are an elaboration of sentiments expressed by scholars as early as Marx and
Engels (1884) who critiqued the patriarchal family unit in a capitalist mode of production, and
more specifically the role of monogamous heterosexual marriage, as exploitative of women in
particular. They argue, like their contemporary feminist counterparts, that gender inequality is
the result of social relations, not biology.
Many feminist scholars complement Rich’s work and argue that motherhood is a socially
constructed institution, not the result of ‘essential’ biological differences between men and
women. For instance, Chodorow (1978) challenges biological explanations for women’s
mothering roles and, using a psychoanalytic approach, articulates how women learn to be
mothers from their own mothers. This psycho-social process of understanding the “self-inrelation” to others, especially children, in ways men do not via their gendered socialization,
effectively reproduces the institution of motherhood between women. Stepmothers’ experiences
illuminate the tensions around the growing pains of, what Chodorow calls, ‘confronting the
organization of parenting’ – especially the organization of the institution of motherhood. As
mentioned earlier, Rich points out why motherhood ideology is so problematic for women,
arguing that it ties them to their reproductive capabilities, alienating them from their sense of
individual self, and, as the stepmothers in my study illuminate, from each other.
Relevant also here is Ruddick’s (1983) work that argues women’s maternal thinking, or
what appears to others as their ‘expertise’ for rearing children, is the result of disciplined,
focused, and persistently concerted efforts women put into mothering. This construction of
mothering as derived from social interaction with children implies that, “mothering is not, then,
the exclusive domain of biological mothers” and, “therefore, adoptive moms, stepmoms,
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community moms, and other caretakers, as well as biological dads, adoptive dads, stepdads, and
others, [can] acquire maternal thinking” (Kinser 2010:20). The work of mothering, then, can be
accomplished by almost anyone – the mothering role is merely a set of role expectations that one
does not have to be a mother in order to do. Fathers can mother, grandparents can mother, other
caregivers can mother. This research, however, is attentive to the ways the achieved status of
being a mother is still held in such high regard, that it becomes difficult to permeate among
women, or really anyone, who is in a mothering-like role, but are not the biological mom in
family systems.

Stigmatized Status, Deferred Role
Every social status an individual is ascribed or achieves coincides with a set of social role
expectations (Goffman 1959). The assumption is that when social roles are performed in socially
desirable, and therefore socially acceptable ways, it is affirming of social status and, in turn,
affirming for individual identity. When social roles are not performed as desired by social
conditions, credibility of a social status is challenged by the collective and manifests in the form
of reputation. What is the result though, when an individual successfully performs a set of social
role expectations, but still does not fully earn recognition for a particular social status? This
research explores these tensions as they play out for stepmothers in contemporary American
families.
Further, social statuses are located in a complex social heirarchy, in turn, some social
statuses are afforded more power and presteige than others (Weber in Gerth and Mills 1946).
This status differential is reinforced through acts of deference, which can manifest in the form of
regard for another – often, though not always, between subordinate and superordinate (Goffman
1967). In other words, role deference is one feature of social interaction whereby an individual
actor upholds and reinforces rules of conduct (Goffman 1967). When compared to the status of
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“mother,” the status of “stepmother” is less powerful and prestigious in the social heirarchy.
Further, being a stepmother has historically been a status that carries cultural stigma as
stepmothers are depicted as evil, selfish, and wicked in popular culture (Claxton-Oldfield 2000,
Dainton 1993). According to Goffman (1986), stigma is a discrediting label associated with
inferiority in the social heirarchy as a result of possessing a stigmatized characteristic. Previous
research explores how stepmothers manage their identities in light of occupying a stigmatized
social status by distancing themselves from the role, using humor, or purposefully acting in ways
that challenge the stereotypes (Miller, Cartwright and Gibson 2018; Christian 2005). Beyond the
‘evil stepmother’ as a part of stepmothers’ identity work, missing from the literature is a deeper
understanding of how the enduring role of the biological connection between mother and child is
felt by stepmothers who, as a result of diverse family structures becoming more prevalent across
social class groups, enact the mothering role.
Collins (2000) asserts that individuals can simultaneously occupy positions of privilege
and disadvantage across social space. In the case of mothers, they simultaneously occupy
privileged and disadvantaged positions in the overall social heirarchy. On the one hand, in
patriarchal capitalist society, the work of mothering is devalued and not rewarded. At the same
time, there is a cultural reverence and respect for mothers, that preserves being a mother as a
sacred social status within the institution of family. While the work of mothering can be
accomplished by almost anyone, achieving – meaning being socially acknowledged for, and then
subsequently internalizing – the status of mother is a different story; this is demonstrated in the
experiences of the stepmothers in this study.
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DATA & METHODS
Data for this research consist of 33 in-depth, semi-structured interviews with
stepmothers. For recruitment, “stepmother” was broadly conceptualized as any woman dating,
partnered, married to, separated or divorced from, and/or widowed from a person with children
from a prior romantic relationship. This definition was intentionally broad to encompass
diversities in American families.
I conducted interviews for this project between January 2015 and May 2018. Most
interviews (73%; n=24) were conducted face-to-face in locations of the respondents’ choice,
usually coffeeshops or a respondent’s home, and some (27%; n=9) were done over the phone as
a result of significant geographic distance between myself and the respondents. All interviews
were conducted with the respondents’ consent, audio recorded, and transcribed verbatim.
Interviews averaged 61 minutes long. In advance of the interview, respondents completed an
online survey to collect demographic and attitudinal information. Respondents and anyone they
mentioned in their narratives were assigned pseudonyms.
I recruited participants using snowball sampling, working initially from a list of
stepmothers who were referred to me by acquaintances, friends, family, and colleagues in talking
about my research plans. I contacted each referral by email or phone, depending on the type of
contact information that was provided to me. Snowball sampling is a useful technique for
recruiting populations that are difficult to access (Berg 2007). In the initial stages of designing
this study, I found no local organizations or resources that provided a targeted pool of
stepmothers I could recruit from. Further, stepmothers, as a result of the cultural stigma around
their social status, are often marginalized from spaces dedicated to mothering or parenting at
large; this is especially true for those without biological children of their own (Christian 2005;
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Dainton 1993) and for stepmothers to older stepchildren. Thus, snowball sampling was the
approach best suited to access this population.
Respondents were between the ages of 29 to 65, with a mean age of 48. Their partners
ranged in age from 35 to 72, with a mean age of 54. They have been stepmothers for between
one and a half to over 30 years. They have between one and seven stepchildren each, and 20
(60.6%) also have between one and four children of their own. Most respondents resided in the
northeast region of the U.S., specifically in Connecticut (n=9), Massachusetts (n=4), Maine
(n=5), New Hampshire (n=11), and Pennsylvania (n=3). One respondent resided in California.
Despite casting a wide net conceptually, my sample is very homogenous by several variables
including race (97%; n=32 are white and all of the stepmothers’ partners are also white),
ethnicity (two identified as Latina), sexual orientation (all but one were in heterosexual
relationships), and relationship status (25 were married, two were engaged, four were cohabiting,
and two were widows). Most respondents are also relatively well-off socioeconomically; five
(15.2%) reported median household incomes less than $75,000, whereas 28 (84.8%) reported
having a median household income of $75,000 or more. Not surprisingly then, the vast majority
of respondents work for pay (85%; n =28) and do so full-time (67%; n =22), as do their partners
(91%; n =29 work for pay, 79%; n=23 work full-time). My sample is well educated – all
stepmothers in this study had at least some college education (n=9) or more, meaning a
Bachelor’s degree (n=9), Master’s degree (n=9), Professional degree (n=2), or a Doctorate (n=4).
Respondents’ partners were somewhat less educated overall, as five partners of respondents had
only a high school diploma.
The relative homogeneity of participants in the sample is likely due to several factors.
First, the geographic locations where participants were recruited from are disproportionately
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white and many are relatively more affluent places. For example, in New Hampshire where
many of my respondents reside, the state’s population is 94 percent White and has one of the
highest median household incomes in the country at $71,305 (U.S. Census Bureau 2018a),
higher than the national median household income of about $57,000 (U.S. Census Bureau
2018b). Second, research shows that people tend to socially cluster and associate with people
like us (“PLU”) and, therefore, are likely to know and refer others who have similar
characteristics to themselves. However, my sample is theoretically useful for the questions at
hand as the literature suggests that women like those in my sample are members of social groups
that have a combination of social locations most closely aligned with an “ideal type” of women
that enacts privileged and dominant cultural models of parenting and motherhood – specifically,
concerted cultivation (Lareau 2003) and intensive motherhood (Hays 1996). Therefore, my
sample is analytically useful for understanding the ideological, sociocultural tensions women
closest to the “ideal type” may feel as they form identities in stepfamilies. Women from more
marginalized social status groups have been found to be more flexible and/or communal in their
mothering (Stack 1983). Progress, in terms of challenging and resisting dominant ideologies
about mothering and parenting, seems potentially stalled for middle class women, who
historically tend to ascribe to a more individualistic model for childrearing and motherhood that
centers on the biological mother as the primary, and most ideal, caregiver for children. These are
largely the women in my sample.
During the first round of analysis I relied on open coding, reading each interview line-byline, to identify emergent themes in the data. I focused on identifying places where respondents
explain what a “good (step)mother” is and what she does, in addition to how stepmothers see
their own familial role as different from that of a mother. From this, I identified four facets of
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motherhood that were repeatedly mentioned by respondents, suggesting that these characteristics
are, for them, defining features of their experiences as stepmothers, and play a central role in
their enactments of a mothering-like role. These four facets align with other research on what
characterizes mothering and include: a bond stemming from a biological connection, the
provision of care (physical and emotional), economic support, and discipline.
In a later round of coding and analysis, I categorized stepmothers by their residential
status. Residential status has important implications for stepmothers’ familial experiences
because the dynamics of stepfamily life are directly impacted by how much time the family
spends physically sharing space. Sharing a household emerged as an important factor in
stepmothers’ experiences because living arrangements provide varying degrees of opportunities
to build relationships and enact parental roles. I stratified my sample using theoretically derived
residential status categories that were informed by respondents’ talking about their experiences.
Previous studies of stepmothers have not given consistent or extensive consideration to the
variable of residential status and how it might be revealing of stepmothers’ experiences (Ganong
and Coleman 2017). Some studies on stepmothers present findings without distinguishing
residential status and, when they do, rely on inconsistently defined measure of a binary
residential or non-residential distinction (e.g., Crohn 2006; Orchard & Solberg 1999). Such
inconsistencies make it difficult to understand how stepmothers’ experiences may vary and, in
turn, misses the nuances of the continuum of residential status arrangements in stepfamily life.
In addition, not much attention has been given in previous research to diversity in
stepmothers’ residential status experiences. One reason for this could be because, overall, we do
not have an actual count of how many stepmother households there are in the U.S. Recent
estimates suggest that there are about 1 million stepmothers in the U.S. that live with their
stepchildren (Stykes and Guzzo 2015). However, such estimates are made using national data
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sets from sources such as the U.S. Census Bureau, that only allow for children to be counted as
members of one household, or the National Survey of Family Growth, which collects data on
only women under the age of 45, overlooking prevalence of older stepmothers. In the case of the
Census, because of the privileged status we place on mothers as primary caregivers of children,
typically this means children end up as being counted as living in the mother’s household, even
in cases when a child spends half time (or some variation of half time) living in a another
parent’s household. Unlike previous studies of stepmothers then, my residential status codes
capture residential status as a continuum of living arrangements and draws our attention to the
diversity of living arrangements in stepfamilies, which is widely overlooked by large-scale
quantitative studies and not very nuanced in previous qualitative studies of stepmothers
experiences.
Non-residential stepmothers (NRSMs) are defined here as those who primarily lived in
households where children never reside (n=10). If and when stepchildren do visit NRSMs
homes, visits are relatively brief. Alternatively, the stepcouple travels to stepchildren and they
visit in neutral spaces, on outings, vacations, and/or in hotels. Among the stepmothers in this
study, non-residential status was the result of stepchildren being adults at the time of the
stepcouples’ relationship formation (n=4), because of significant geographic distance between
the stepcouple household and the stepchildrens’ primary household (n=5), and because of
extremely high conflict dynamics between the stepcouple and (step)children (n=1).
Shared residential status stepmothers (SRSMs) are defined here as those where
stepchildren have dedicated spaces in the stepcouples’ households, but spend varying amounts of
time routinely using the space (n=19). For some of these stepmothers, shared residential status
means that children stay in the stepcouples’ homes less than half time, for example staying
routinely every other weekend (n=2). For others, shared residential status means children are in
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the home slightly less than half time, staying consistently for one or two nights during the week
and every other weekend (n=4). Some stepmothers have stepchildren in their homes exactly half
of the time, splitting time evenly every week with another custodial parent household (n=11).
Shared residential status can also mean that stepchildren spend most of their time in a
stepmother’s household, and stay for shorter periods of time in another custodial parent’s
household (n=1).
Full-time stepmothers (FTSMs) are defined here as those who live with their
stepchildren, full-time in the stepmother’s household (n=5), meaning that children have no
dedicated space in another home nor do they stay at another parent’s home. In most cases, this
living arrangement is the result of the father having full-custody of children at the start of the
stepcouples’ relationships (n=3). In this study, in all cases where dad had full custody it was
because the children’s mothers were deceased or otherwise estranged. In the case of one
respondent, she occupied both shared residential status and FTSM status because one of her
stepchildren lived in her household full-time, but two of her stepchildren (all from the same
family unit of origin) routinely visited. In only one FTSM’s case was a non-custodial parent still
an active co-parent in the family unit – the children just never stayed over or visited with that
parent in another household.
Another complexity of residential status is that it does not always remain fixed over time.
Over the stepfamily’s life course, children’s residential status can shift, and these shifts can be
relatively temporary or more permanent. To reconcile this, I coded residential status according to
the arrangement that most characterized, according to the stepmother’s account, her experiences
in the role. For example, Elaine has been married to her husband Ron, and thus in her mind a
stepmother, for 11 years. At time Elaine and Ron got together, all of her stepchildren were young
adults and no longer living at any parents’ homes. However, after graduating from college and
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going through a breakup with a long-term girlfriend, her youngest stepson, now an adult in his
late 20s, has moved into an extra bedroom in Elaine and Ron’s basement for a few months while
he looks for an apartment. These few months are a short-term exception to the vast majority of
her experiences where no stepchildren lived in her home, thus she is coded as a NRSM. Nicole
has been married to her husband, Sam, for three years. Nicole has three stepkids, ages 15, 13,
and 8, and a 7-month old biological daughter. Her stepkids live in her home half the time; they
stay for several nights during the week and every other weekend. The shared living situation of
Nicole’s stepkids has always been the case, though in recent months she comments that, “a lot of
the time they are here even more. I think, financially, things are difficult [at their moms], so you
know.” Nicole is coded as a SRSM. In another example, Nancy has been a stepmother for over
30 years, the entire duration of her marriage to Evan. At the time Nancy and Evan were married
and moved in together, Evan already had full custody of his four sons. The boys, from day one,
lived with Nancy and Evan full-time, very sporadically visiting with their biological mother
throughout their childhoods, mostly just for a few hours at a time on major holidays. Nancy is
coded as a FTSM.

FINDINGS
In their interview narratives, respondents identified four common facets of motherhood as
central to their experiences as stepmothers. As mentioned above, these facets align with the
literature on motherhood that also identify them as central to enacting mothering - the
importance of a bond that stems from a biological connection with a child, the provision of
physical and emotional care, the provision of economic support, and the responsibility for
disciplining children. The extent to which the stepmothers felt they could enact each of the facets
of motherhood they identified was patterned by their residential status. Table 1 presents a
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summary of the facets of motherhood stepmothers identified as central to their family
experiences, and by their residential status, the extent to which they enact each of them. The
nuances of these variations are described in the paragraphs that follow.
TABLE 1. FACETS OF MOTHERHOOD STEPMOTHERS ENACT BY RESIDENTIAL STATUS
Bond From
Provision of Care
TOTAL
Economic
Discipline
Biological
(%)*
Support
Physical
Emotional
Connection
Non-Residential (NRSM)

10 (29.4)

-

-/+

-/+

-

-

Shared (SRSM)

19 (55.9)

-/+

-/+

+

-

-

Full-Time (FTSM)

5 (14.7)

+

+

+

-/+

-

TOTAL
34 (100.0)
*Total is more than the sample size of 33 because one stepmother occupies shared and full-time residential status
simultaneously

Across their diverse experiences with enacting mothering-like roles, the one facet that
stepmothers share in common is their understanding that there is an inherent and privileged bond
that stems from having a biological connection with a child, and that without this bond enacting
a parent-like role, especially a mother-like role, is both different and more challenging. Their
strong beliefs about the biological bond between children and their mothers is especially salient
to stepmothers’ understandings of boundaries around their own mothering-like role in the family.
The importance of the absence of a biological connection is given such privilege that even in
cases where stepmothers are enacting all of the other facets of motherhood they identify as
important, and are doing so to the best of their ability given the limitations of their residential
status arrangements, they are still not afforded the full status of being a mother in the family unit.
In fact, stepmothers embrace narratives of deference in reference to the biological bond mothers
have with their children as part of their understanding of what “good stepmothers do” and how
they should, in turn, differently enact their roles.
In the sections that follow I discuss the patterned experiences of stepmothers enacting
each facet of motherhood by residential status group. The nuance in variations are distinctions
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not observed in previous research on stepmothers. Because the biological bond facet is the most
difficult for stepmothers to reconcile, included in each residential status category, I present cases
that illuminate this tension, including examples of how even in a biological mother’s complete
absence from a stepfamily, stepmothers still actively preserve the mother’s status in their daily
discourse of mothering stepchildren, and even in being a stepgrandmother to stepgrandchildren.
Finally, I consider adoption as a challenge to an essentialist view of motherhood and how the
ceding of status by a biological mother affords an opportunity for another to feel secure in her
mother-status to children.
(Step)Parenting & The Biological Bond
Maria – The Mom Trifecta
Maria is a 36-year-old Latina woman married for six years to her husband John. Maria is
a NRSM to John’s biological daughter from his previous marriage. Maria and John share a
biological son. Also, part of the family are Maria’s two adopted daughters. To occasionally visit
his daughter who lives in a different nearby state, John will travel to see her, leaving Maria and
the other three children at home. In her interview, Maria processed with me the various
experiences she has had as an adoptive, step-, and biological mother – and her transitions into
each of those roles. Her experiences as a mother, from very different pathways, illuminate not
only how family relationships are socially constructed, but also the tensions she and the other
women in my sample expressed feeling about having, or not having, a biological bond with
children.
First we talked about Maria’s adopted daughters, who are siblings, and as she describes
it, “came to us” when they were 6-months and a year and a half old. She explains her transition
to adoptive motherhood and, in this, discusses the importance of enacting some of the facets of
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motherhood as central to her understanding of herself as a mother. She also describes how in
mothering her adopted children she is conscious of normalizing their adoptive status:
I completely feel like [the adopted girls’] mom now, but it was definitely a
transition. It was definitely, I’m not the person that just comes home, plays with
them, buys them things, spoils them. You know, I’m mom now. So I need to be
more involved with the disciplining, those kinds of things… Actually, they are
perfectly normal until they remember, we’re adopted, you know? So I take every
opportunity, like whenever there’s a TV show of those, you know Disney Channel
or movies or even like adopt a pet. I always take the opportunity to say something
about it, you know that this is ok, there’s nothing wrong with this, it’s not
abnormal. You know you’re unique and you’re blessed and you’re very fortunate.
We also try to present it as we didn’t choose you, you chose us kind of, so that
they feel like, just to avoid those kind of negative connotations that comes with
being an adopted kid. I don’t think that now that’s as prevalent as it used to be,
but it’s definitely something to not be wanted by the person who conceived you.
So, we try to minimize that by kind of empowering them by saying that they
chose us to be their family as opposed to the other way around.
Important to note from Maria’s narrative above is her nod to the ways a biological connection
matters in family relationships, but not as something that can’t be overcome or reconciled by
family members. Also, Maria places a centrality on engaging in discipline as an important part of
identifying with the role of a mother. In contrast to talking about her experiences as an adoptive
mother, she describes her feelings about being a mother to her non-residential stepdaughter as
follows:
[My stepdaughter] is predominantly with her mom, so we only see each other for
2-3 days a few times a year. So it’s not. I never felt like, I’ve never felt like a true
stepmother, if that makes any sense at all…I never felt like her mom, and I don’t
know why. I think it’s more like, I mean she, my husband is a joker and he’ll say
things like, ‘say hi to evil stepmom’ and things like that. [laughs]. And she totally
like she’s just like her dad, she goes right along with it. But, let’s see, I’ve never
like disciplined her. I don’t take that role on, I think that’s her dad’s area. Unless,
things are affecting the way I run my household then that’s different. I say
something to him and I try not to intervene in that. So that’s what I mean when I
say I don’t feel like a true mom with her because I don’t take on a disciplinary
role. I guess I think that’s important, I think that’s an important component of
defining yourself as a parent and I don’t do that with her so…On rare occasions
when [my stepdaughter] comes, on the weekends and stuff like that, we try to
make it as fun as possible and you can’t do that all the time with your kids at
home, you know what I mean? You have fun times and then you have homework
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time and then you have, it’s more structured in that way, but when she comes over
it’s just like, it’s just fun. I think that's why I don’t feel like a true parent with her.
Maria’s mother and god mother, both important women in her life, are also stepmothers and she
uses her observations of their stepmothering as a frame of reference for understanding her own
experiences:
My mom and my god mother they were what I would consider a ‘true stepmom.’
So they had a very active role in raising the kids of the other moms. So, it was
definitely more hands on parenting and caring from my mom and my god mother
than there has ever been between me and my stepdaughter.
In her narrative thus far Maria illuminates the importance of enacting facets of motherhood –
especially the provision of care and discipline as central to mothering. She describes how she had
to transition into feeling like a mother to her adopted daughters, but in doing so suggests that
enacting motherhood, doing the work of mothering, is the thing that leads to a transition into a
secure sense of identity in the status of being a mother. She gives some attention to the presence
of what it means to have a biological connection with your children, but further elaborates on
this when I ask her if she feels like her relationship with her biological son feels different in any
way from her relationships with her adopted daughters:
Maria: Yeah, so I feel a little guilty about this but it does feel different. I don’t
actually know why. I’ve thought about this, like why does this feel different?
Because when I didn’t want to have kids I used to like literally get mad at people
who were like, ‘You have to have your own kids.’ I’m like, ‘I have kids. What do
you mean? They’re my kids and I love them and I’m their parent.’ And then I had
my own child and there’s definitely a difference. There is definitely something
about conceiving and watching them grow in your belly. You’re bonded even
before you hold them for the first time. So there’s a difference. I mean, the
difference may be because he’s the only boy. It may be also because he’s the only
baby in the house. I mean the girls are older now, they’re 12 and 14. So, I think
it’s a combination of the three things. The fact that he’s biological, they’re not.
He’s a baby, they’re older. He’s the only boy, there’s two of them. So, it
definitely feels different I think for a variety of things and not just because he’s
biological, but that definitely plays a role. And, like I said, it took a while for me
to admit that because I felt guilty about that.
Me: Why did you feel guilty do you think?
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Maria: Because I like the idea of thinking that adopted kids are no different than
your own kids or that stepkids are no different than your own kids. I’d like to
think that, but it’s not, at least not for me. I can’t speak for other people, but not
for me. And like I said I think it’s for a variety of factors, it’s hard to say which
one is which…I mean there’s really something about knowing that this little
person, this whole complete human being exists because of you. That you made
that. It’s uh, it’s an amazing feeling…I just, I don’t know you can never imagine
that you could love a little single human being more. You know, he’s yours,
absolutely, completely, no doubt yours. And it’s nice when they look like you.
[laughs]…I feel more guilt about not being there, and again, I don’t know if it’s a
biological mom thing, I don’t know if it’s an age thing, but I definitely,
sometimes I feel like I’m not prioritizing my mother role enough. Like, I’m a
typical empowered, whatever woman and my career means a lot, but it shouldn’t
mean everything. And sometimes I feel like I do that a lot, you know, when
there’s a deadline. Like I leave my house and I leave my son sleeping and I come
home and I find him sleeping. So that part is hard and I didn’t have that with the
girls because at that point in their lives my [co-parent] was the primary parent. I
didn’t have that with my stepdaughter because I didn’t have that kind of
responsibility. So, yeah I question my priorities more with [my biological son]
than I have, and that’s not fun…[Being a stepparent is especially hard because]
it’s not just the division of labor, it’s the emotional work that goes along with that.
It’s the accepting the responsibility of a kid that’s not yours. I think that’s really
it, the acceptance. Because there was no accepting with my son. The moment I
conceived him, I accepted him. But with my adopted daughters I had to grow into
that role. And the stepmom, I think the distance really hinders my ability to
answer that question truthfully because I don’t know.
In listening to Maria sort out the various nuances to her roles as an adoptive, step-, and biological
mother, the ambiguity of what it means to be a mother, and the various pathways through which
that can occur, are brought into the light. In the face of the institution of motherhood that places
seemingly clear boundaries on mothers’ roles with children, motherhood is surprisingly
confusing. Maria simultaneously feels like her experiences with her biological son are somehow
different, but she’s hesitant to pinpoint how. She mentions feelings of guilt, a hallmark of the
problematic aspects of “new momism,” and more. But, she leaves us with a question about how
much of our understanding of what it means to be a mother is tied to biology? And how much to
enacting the role of being a mother and doing the work of mothering? As we will see in other
stepmothers’ stories that follow, not having a biological bond with children matters
tremendously to understanding stepmothers’ experiences in their mothering-roles. And, while
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stepmothers’ enactment of facets of motherhood varies by their residential status, one thing they
do consistently share in their experiences is how they use role deference and differentiation to
construct a stepmother role that is similar to, but also distinct from, the role of a biological
mother.
Non-Residential Stepmothers
About a third of respondents were coded as NRSMs. NRSMs roles are characterized by
non-routine interactions with their stepchildren and are the result of varying circumstances,
including becoming a stepmother at a time in the family life course where stepchildren are
already adults, having significant geographic distance from the stepchildren, or, in one case,
because of extreme and irreconcilable conflict between stepfamily members. Across these
experiences, NRSMs engage in mixed levels of provision of physical and emotional care for
their stepchildren, which was an important feature for even identifying themselves as a
stepmother at all. NRSMs also describe varying degrees of the provision of economic support of
their stepchildren. Finally, all NRSMs I spoke with had boundaries about how important it was
for them to not engage in discipline of stepchildren, citing either the age inappropriateness of
discipline for adult stepchildren and/or the fragility of their non-biological bond and sense of
lesser parental authority in their stepmother role. When NRSMs did engage in discipline it was
limited, in response to very young children, and for minor behavioral offenses only.
Stepmothers, in turn, embrace strategies of deference to differentiate themselves from biological
mothers.
Elaine & Katie – Discipline and the Provision of Physical Care
Elaine, is a divorced 60-year-old woman with two adult children that she raised
predominantly as a single parent. She has been remarried to her husband, Ron, for 11 years; he
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has three sons from his previous marriage. When Elaine and Ron remarried each other all but
one of their combined five children were young adults. Elaine’s son, the youngest of the bunch,
was the last child at home and was so only for a year before graduating high school and joining
the military. At the start of our interview together, I asked Elaine, like I did with all respondents,
to tell me a little bit about her experiences as a stepmother. She was hesitant about the value her
experiences would bring to the study because, as with other women in the sample who had
stepmother experiences where provision of care was particularly lacking, she was hesitant to
even characterize her experiences as (step)mother-like at all. She said:
Well, I didn’t really feel that I had much of a role in childrearing or disciplining
any of my stepchildren because they were all more or less on their way to
adulthood by the time I came into the picture, in terms of really being an official
part of their family, a legal part of their family…I think what we’ve tried to do
with all of the kids, whether they have been adult or in transition, or needing
advice in terms of education and career, or even a little bit of relationship advice,
although they don’t really ask about those things too much, is just to try to lend an
ear, be a good listener, be supportive of what they decide, but try to really
encourage them to make their own choices and then, you know, live with
whatever the consequences are. I mean [my stepsons’] mother and father are both
in the picture so they really were responsible for most of [their] choices…I feel
like it’s important for me to support whatever Ron thinks is right because I didn’t
really know as a stepparent what was really best for [my stepsons]. So I guess in a
way I felt like I just wanted to be supportive of that relationship, of my marital
relationship, in terms of the stresses or decisions that he was trying to help with.
But I didn’t feel like I really had a direct role in the parenting of the kids. And I’m
sure it would have been different had they been younger and had they been living
here full-time. So, that’s why when you asked if I wanted to participate in this I
wasn’t really sure how much my experience would beneficial because I didn’t
have that experience of them being young or in school or, you know? As far as
knowing their friends now as an adult, having [my youngest stepson] live here
[temporarily], I’ve gotten to know a lot more about him. His personality, his
interests, his friends, and all of that, so I guess you’re still a parent regardless of
how old the child is? So, you know, I feel like it’s been rewarding in a lot of ways
to see how he’s gone from really being kind of unsure about what to do next to
being able to now have a job and being able to form relationships.
Elaine’s experiences reveal that she provides emotional provision of care to her stepchildren by
being an available listener and someone they can come to for advice during their transitions to
adulthood. She also provides economic support in letting one of her stepsons live in her home
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temporarily. Provision of physical care, like doing laundry or cooking for them is not mentioned.
Discipline doesn’t fit into her stepmother journey by fact of coming into the family’s life course
at a later stage, but she suggests that even in situations where that might have occurred, she
defers to her husband and his ex-wife as the parents who are ultimately responsible for her
stepsons, and the choices they make. Ultimately, the facets of mothering she does engage in are
understood by her as lesser-than the role a biological parent would play.
When I asked Elaine later in the interview to describe how she understands the
differences between motherhood and stepmotherhood, she reiterates her beliefs about the role of
biological parents as those primarily responsible for how children turn out and differentiates her
feelings about her role as a stepmother from her role as a mother:
Well, I probably feel a lot more responsibility and maybe a little more second
guessing of my decisions with my biological children because I feel like I was the
one who was more or less responsible for raising them. What’s happened with
them or what continues to happen with them is more of a direct reflection on me.
I’ve known them since birth and I’ve been with them every step of their lives and
so I guess I feel a little bit more invested in their lives. I mean I certainly care
what happens with my stepchildren, but I don’t feel as if I had as much to do with
them. I’m very proud of their achievements and I feel bad when things aren’t
going well, but I don’t feel that direct responsibility as I do with my biological
children. Sometimes it’s hard because I really with my own two I feel like I did
most of that totally alone, even though I [am remarried to Ron], he also took that
kind of support role and he didn’t try to, because [my ex-husband] was somewhat
in and out of the picture, [Ron] didn’t try to assume the role of their father. I don’t
actually feel like I’m their mother as much as more of like an adult that [my
stepchildren] can come to for advice if they want to. I don’t really feel like their
mother. You know, they’re all pretty close with their mother and I don’t try to get
in the way of that relationship at all. So I guess that's a difference. And I don’t
know how, I’m sure with some of your interviews if you do talk to stepmothers of
younger children where they had more of a hand in raising them, then maybe they
do feel more involved or more motherly. But I feel more like a friend…
NRSMs with younger children did, as Elaine suggested might be true, provide more hands-on
provision of care when stepchildren visited and felt more involved in day-to-day childrearing.
However, they still had reservations about their roles as disciplinarians and explained differences
between motherhood and stepmotherhood in terms of deference to biological parents because of
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the absence of a strong bond with stepchildren. For example, Katie, is a previously divorced, 33year-old mother of three kids ages 6, 5, and 3. Katie has been remarried to her husband, Todd,
for less than a year. Todd brings two biological children of his own, ages 8 and 7, to the family.
Todd is active military and, as a result of being assigned to various bases, lives a significant
geographic distance from his biological children. Katie’s stepchildren visit a few times a year,
for a few days during school-year vacations, and for a few weeks at a time during the summer
months. I asked Katie about what it’s like when her stepkids come to stay and she described it as
follows:
I think my blood pressure goes from low to off the charts. [laughs]…It’s just
mostly managing the house…But I mean the good thing is they all have little
chores, little assignments, and they have a little star chart to work with and things
like that so [that helps because] we can just kind of [say], this is the rules, this is
how it’s going to go, you know? It’s just because there’s more kids, it’s really just
chaotic. And then by the time they settle down they have to leave, which kind of
stinks so…I feel bad for them mostly that they have to travel so far a couple times
a year. But yeah it’s just a mess. I can’t stand clutter and it’s like the house I can’t
keep it clean when they’re all together. But his kids are older too so I mean
they’re such good kids and they’re sweet kids. So it’s not bad, it’s just a little
chaotic…[When they are here] you know, I mean I see them, I keep them safe, I
love them, I care for them like they’re my own… Like when they’re up here,
yeah. I mean it’s just like I mine as well have had them.
In addition to talking about her involvement in the provision of care for her stepchildren, and her
willingness to understand that as a mother-like role to her stepchildren, Katie’s narrative also
reveals important aspects of what all NRSMs with younger children shared – that the intensity of
the times stepchildren do visit shifts the routines of their homes in very intense ways for short
periods of time. Also, in talking about “when they’re up here,” Katie reveals that there is
something temporary feeling about the NRSM’s role. The times when her stepchildren are in her
home are distinct in her mind from most other times when they are not. I also asked Katie about
how she handles discipline as a stepmother, she told me:
…No I mean I’ll put them in like a short time out or count them out, that stuff.
But if it’s really bad, like I’ll let [Todd do it]. You know, I don’t wanna, it’s still a
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little weird because they’re not mine. You know what I mean? So, I’ll, if it’s
something like last summer his son got really upset after he talked to his mom on
the phone. He got super upset and he kicked and broke a bedroom window. So I
just said, ‘you know what you need to chill out,’ I didn’t want him in that room,
so I said, ‘you can sit in our room until your dad gets home, you can read some
books, but you have to stay here and calm down.’ He didn’t want to talk or
anything, so I let [Todd] handle it when he got home. But if it’s just something
like the kids start fighting or they don’t want to listen or they’re all over the place
I don’t have a problem sticking them in time out or whatever saying, you know,
you can’t get your 15-minutes on the iPad today, stuff like that.
In situations like Katie’s where children are younger and might need more minor behavioral
guidance (i.e., “discipline”) she is willing to step into that facet of the parenting-role with her
younger stepchildren, but only minimally and to correct behavior up to a certain level of severity.
This sentiment was shared by many stepmothers in the sample, across residential status. Overall,
among NRSMs discipline was very limited, especially if stepchildren where young teens or
older. If stepmothers saw themselves engaging in discipline at all, it was limited and only for
minor behavioral offenses. Katie is relatively new to stepmotherhood, but even stepmothers in
the sample that have been in the role for longer periods of time share her sentiment of discomfort
around discipline because “they’re not mine.”

Maria & Eve – Economic Support as Provision of Care
A final important detail of NRSMs experiences was that they, unlike stepmothers in other
residential categories, had some variation in their engagement with the provision of economic
support for stepchildren, whereas for stepmothers in other residential categories this was not the
case. On one end of the spectrum is Maria, the “trifecta mom” we met earlier. When asked about
John’s financial commitments to his daughter through child support, Maria tells me:
He is supposed to pay child support. Currently he’s not… So, my husband has
some pretty significant physical and mental health issues…and he’s also a very
manly man and if you are a man who is unable to work and provide for your
family, it doesn’t go over well. And it was so hard on him that instead of doing
what you can do, he just kind of retreated and instead of being pro-active about
working with what you’ve got he just gave up. He didn’t do anything. And that
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became a point of contention between us in our own marriage. Not so much
because he has a child that he has to support. That’s a given, and we both think
that that’s important, but the fact that he didn’t do what he needed to do to make
sure that that happened, I think, was a really big issue between us. I guess what I
was expecting him to do was, ok now you’re not working so go back to the court
and let them know you’re not working because it’s going to impact how they
calculate whatever you’re responsible for. And whatever adjustments, whatever
calculations they make will be easier for us to make up once we get back on our
feet, he never did that. Well, I don’t know how much you know about the child
support system…but now there’s no paycheck to take it from. So what happens is
that you accumulate a huge debt that keeps growing [and] we’re responsible for
back wages. He’s going to have to work to make up that debt which I think could
have been minimized a bit. So yeah, that has been a huge issue. Not because of
the moral thing of taking care, because that we agree on, but the fact that he just
didn’t navigate the system in a way that could have benefitted not just his
daughter, but us as well. So that’s been uh, that’s been an issue.
Maria, like every other stepmother in my sample, feels that the provision of economic support
for stepchildren is important. The general sentiment is that child support, even though it can
stress household budgets and the dynamic with one’s partner, should be paid by fathers. The
underlying assumption for this importance is rooted in the cultural expectation that men are
breadwinners in families – a role that carries through divorce or a breakup when shared children
were a part of the relationship.
At the other end of the economic provision spectrum, were stories about how stepcouples continued the provision of economic care at all costs. For example, 39-year-old Eve has
been a NRSM for the entirety of her 10 year relationship with her husband Joe, who has three
biological children from his previous marriage. Eve and Joe also live a significant geographic
distance from her stepkids; their visits entail them travelling across the country to see each other
for short periods of time. All of Eve’s stepkids are now young adults. Eve does not think of
herself as a mother to her stepchildren and she has no children of her own, something she
expresses regret about in my interview with her:
We started dating and he said, you know if you want to be in a serious
relationship with me you have to know I don’t want any more kids. And I was
like 29 and like none of my friends had kids yet and I was like ‘ok cool, I’m not
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really into babies either.’ So I agreed to it and I knew that he had the three kids
and felt like, well that’s pretty enticing, I don’t have to ever quit having a life or a
career or whatever and have a baby. I can have these little surrogate babies. You
know, so I thought it was going to work out perfectly because they were, you
know tweens at the time, pretty young and it seemed like it would save me the
trouble of having a child. So I agreed to it…[Now] I think it was a pretty bad
decision. I mean I’m glad we ended up being together and being married and
everything, but I should have pushed harder when his kids were younger, but then
I would have been like in my early 30s and my career was just taking off, you
know? I didn’t make an issue of not having our own kids until it was kind of too
late for that to happen… They’re nice kids…I’m kind of like their cool younger
aunt, but not like anybody that they would look to for like nurturing or advice or
help or anything.
I asked Eve more about her feelings of being “like a cool younger aunt” to her non-residential
stepchildren. In her view, taking a more assertive approach to enacting provision of care or
discipline would have been problematic for her relationship with Joe, and her relationships in the
stepfamily at large, so she deferred the parenting role to him and the stepkids’ mom:
I think if I had been at all like rules based or like what you’re doing is not good
enough than that would have made [the stepkids] really unhappy and probably
driven a wedge between my husband and I… I really [just] wanted to be
nice…[and] I mean, the kids were just like so good when I was around. From time
to time they would just like flip out and lock themselves in the bathroom, but they
were always pretty good about me. When I first moved out to [Western state], and
that meant that I was visiting them and getting to know the kids in [New England
state], in their home area. We would go do fun things. Like the train in [local
town] and hanging out by the pool, just like fun, good things, nothing hard. And,
two of the kids had issues in school and they were getting into trouble and I didn’t
think that it was in my realm of anything to have anything to do with that. Like
talk about it with them. I remember one time his daughter, I think she was 16, and
she was supposed to be studying and staying at her friend’s house and actually her
friend’s 21-year-old brother came by and he had a sports car and he was drunk
and they, in their pajamas, got in the car and went for a ride with him and then he
crashed it and was arrested for DUI. And the cops had to call the parents and be
like, ‘come pick up your little girls.’ And, what am I going to do? She felt bad
enough and her mom grounded her forever and Joe was super angry and worried
and there was nothing that I could have done, other than whenever she wanted to
talk about how bad she felt I would like reinforce, ‘you probably shouldn’t do that
ever again.’ I mean they learn their own lessons and they already had two parents,
they didn’t need me…I think it would have really pissed off their mother if I had
ever tried to [discipline or parent more directly]. And that wouldn’t make things
better for anybody.
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Despite Eve’s role deference to her stepkids’ biological parents, she was still deeply invested in
making sure she enacted the facets of motherhood within her grasp, for instance emotional
support, when relevant. But also, the provision of economic care. When I asked her about child
support she said:
Eve: Well, I absolutely support him doing that. Unfortunately when the financial
crisis happened he was unemployed for five years. I mean so essentially the
money had to come from somewhere, so it came through me.
Me: So basically you were paying child support?
Eve: I was paying child support. I was buying Christmas gifts. Plane tickets.
Birthday presents. Everything.
Me: I mean how did that make you feel?
Eve: I’m really upset about it still.
Me: Why do you think that is?
Eve: I don’t know. I did it because it was the right thing to do and like we had to
fly in to see his family. We have to have presents…The kids needed to feel like
they were loved. And unfortunately kids need to see a present to understand some
of that stuff. So, I did it for all the right reasons and I don’t know what I expected
in return. Like eternal gratitude from somebody, but like it’s like we don’t want
the kids to know that their father didn’t buy any of that stuff. You know? Like
they view their dad as this big, strong man who’s totally alpha and for them to
know that it was actually me the whole time would really hurt their feelings I
think.
Me: So do they still not know?
Eve: No. Actually we just told his parents like three months ago and it sucked. I
mean, he’s really close to his parents and was surprised they never figured it out.
But yeah so we don’t want the kids to know, but like I guess I wish my husband
would be the one that expresses gratitude for it, but for him that looks so
emasculating and unhappy. And so he doesn’t want to bring it up or, he just wants
to forget it.
Eve was one of several stepmothers in the sample who explained their stepmother role as that of
a breadwinner, often to save face for their spouse in times of employment disruption. Enacting
the provision of economic support, but in a way that is not openly acknowledged in the family
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system, is a source of hurt for Eve because it is the only facet of motherhood she expressed
feeling like she consistently, successfully enacted, but yet she earns little acknowledgement in
the family system for her contributions.
Deb & Tori – Shadows & Memories of Deceased Mothers
The absence of a biological bond with stepchildren is, as demonstrated by the stories
already introduced, something that is on stepmothers’ minds. The biological bond issue
manifests itself in the most exaggerated ways when biological mothers are absent from the
stepfamily system. This occurs at the two extremes of residential status – among NRSMs, two of
whom I profile here, and among FTSMs – whose stories I share later. Deb and Tori are two
NRSMs in this sample that grapple with the issue of absent biological mothers. They are both
wives of widowers, and, in turn, have stepchildren who were already adults when they became
stepmothers. Though Deb and Tori have different experiences in their individual stepfamilies,
together their stories reveal how, even in her absence, a biological mother’s presence is still felt
in a stepmother’s family experiences.
Deb is 65-years-old. She has been remarried to her husband, Ken, for 10 years. Deb and
Ken have six children between the two of them; three biological each. All of the children are
adults, and together also bring eight grandchildren to the stepfamily. At the start of our interview,
Deb describes how the death of Ken’s first wife plays a role in her experiences as a stepmother:
His wife died of breast cancer and my guess is, the stories, you know are
different. They are really more of a myth, but you don’t really know…There’s a
lot of myth in that. [When we moved in together] we found a new house because I
didn't want to live in the shadow of their deceased mom…but the ghost is always
there at these family reunions [we go to each year]. And that’s very sad, so it’s not
a lot of fun for me. And everybody tries to be really nice to me, which means it’s
not a lot of fun, meaning it’s not a natural setting.
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Deb describes how “living in the shadow” of her stepchildren’s biological mother is central to
her experiences in the broader stepfamily system. However, she also describes how it impacts
her relationships with her stepchildren and, in turn, her stepgrandchildren:
Deb: [My oldest stepdaughter] has one view of the family, which is you [the
grandmother] live two blocks away from me and you’ll take care of my kids and
I’ll do what I want. You know, you’ll be the babysitter. She says things like, ‘my
mom promised she would be the babysitter for my kids, so you will too’. And I
said, ‘I served my time, and do it again, I don’t think so.’ So I’m not a great
grandmother because I don’t, there’s not that effort. So it’s not a successful, I
wouldn’t consider myself, except when [this stepdaughter] was getting divorced,
when she needed us, when she needed me, then I became the grandmother, I
became a stepmom. But the minute she doesn’t need me, I guess I’m not the
stepmom, I’m discardable…It took a while [for my stepdaughter] to let her kids
call me grandma. And I was there for the birth and am around. I really, I said,
very clearly right from the beginning, if I’m not grandmom, I’m not going to
behave like grandmom. Either I’m grandmom, or I’m not grandmom. And she
said, you’re not grandmom. Her daughter later on said, ‘I want to call you
grandma, I want you to be my grandma.’ And it was really sweet and I said, ‘of
course I'm your grandmom.’ I mean, that’s what you do. And I show up for plays
and I do things, but I know the experience of this openness, this comfortableness
is just not there. I think they, at least [my oldest stepdaughter], wanted me to be
the doting grandmom that would take in the kids and babysit and just let her off
anytime. So I think the model that she thought she would have had before is not
the model that goes on now, so that’s important.
Me: So compared to the way she thinks her mom would have been a
grandmother?
Deb: Right, like how that would have been. And, by the way, [their mother]
promised that as she was dying. She did, she promised that she would go to visit
[my younger stepdaughter] and to take care of her. You know, she had, and of
course she could promise anything, I don’t blame her, but it was based on the
wish not to die more than anything. It was very sad.
Me: So do you feel like your’re compared to that standard?
Deb: Well there’s no way that I couldn’t be. Because they had a promise and a
way. I think any parent is compared to the one they are stepping around, or
stepping above, or I think it’s just like, that’s part of why that’s the case.
During and immediately following her stepdaughter’s divorce, Deb describes how she provided
emotional support and financial assistance while her stepdaughter found her footing again. At
other points in her interview, Deb also describes the other ways she enacts facets of motherhood
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in stepmothering her adult stepchildren. For example, she helped buy another stepdaughter
struggling with finances a house, does some care for local-living stepgrandchildren – though it is
a point of contention, and helped find therapy resources for a stepgrandson with autism. Despite
this, Deb feels “discardable,” a sense of hesitation around her role as a (step)grandmother, and
ultimately, like she lives in the shadow of her husband’s deceased first wife in many ways –
feelings that have an impact on intergenerational relationships in this stepfamily system.
Tori, is another NRSM who is partnered to a widow, Phil. She is 53-years-old. Phil is
Tori’s third partner, she is previously divorced and has three biological children from her first
marriage. Later, she was remarried and became a stepmother to two daughters. Strains from her
second husband’s mental illness resulted in them getting divorced, and subsequently Tori
partnered for a third time to Phil, who has five biological children. Phil’s first wife died of cancer
several years before they met. All of Phil’s children were adults when they got together. All
together then, Tori has her three biological children and is a stepmom to seven children from two
different partnerships. In talking about her relationships with Phil’s children, she explains:
I have expressed to all of [Phil’s kids] that I will never, my place is not to replace
their mother, but I’m a mother-figure in their life if they need me to be. And they
all know that. They all know that…At first [Phil’s kids] were like, somebody is
coming in and is going to replace mom, but I made it very clear ‘that’s not my
goal, I don’t want to replace your mother.’ And she was the love of Phil’s life.
She had cancer and if she hadn’t passed they’d be together today, and I know that.
And I pray and I thank her for making him the man he is and for the children that
she shares with me. I look at it as her sharing her children with me. And the fact
that they accept me as that important person in their dad’s life, because they all
just want him happy, you know…We take [one of my stepdaughter’s] son
overnight sometimes and he can look in our house and see pictures of his
grandmother and he knows that she’s in heaven and he knows that I’m the
Grammy that’s here, Nana is there. And he respects that and he knows that I love
him.
For Tori, the experience of marrying a widower is different than it is for Deb. Tori feels the
presence of her stepkids’ deceased biological mother, but integrates that presence into the
provision of care for her adult stepchildren and stepgrandchildren. In other words, for Tori, the
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her provision of care for her stepchildren as a stepmother takes the form of preserving the
memory of the deceased (grand)mother. The memory of the biological mother then, impacts both
Deb and Tori’s roles. When stepmothers make a distinction between themselves and the
deceased mom, it reinforces the mom’s status, even in her absence. In short, even when the
biological mother isn’t there, her presence is still felt, symbolically reifying the privileged social
status of biological mothers.
Shared Residential Stepmothers
More than half of respondents were coded as SRSMs. This is because, as one might
expect, the range of possibilities within “shared status” is larger than that of NRSMs or FTSMs.
Respondents in this sample with shared residential status living arrangements with stepchildren,
meaning in all cases children had dedicated space in the stepcouples’ homes and routinely used
that space. “Routine” meant everything from every other weekend, to several nights during the
week plus some weekends, exactly half of the time, and for some more than half of the time. The
day-to-day experiences of SRSMs lies between those of NRSMs and FTSMs. However, despite
any intra-category variations, SRSMs shared common experiences with enacting motherhood in
their stepmother roles. Provision of both physical and emotional care was more at the center of
most SRMSs experiences than it was for NRSMs, who expressed feeling overall more limited in
their ability to provide care. Provision of economic support was enacted by all SRSMs in the
sample, but was problematic for different reasons than those cited by NRSMs. Similarly to
NRSMs, discipline was enacted on a limited basis and only in response to minor offenses. Again,
here, the biological bond between parents and children in families mattered to SRSMs
understandings of their role.
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Nicole & Barbara – The Caregiving-Status Mismatch
Nicole is a 32-year-old stepmother to three kids ages 15, 13, and 8, and a biological
mother to a 7-month old daughter, an “ours baby” with her husband, Sam, to whom she has been
married to for three years. Nicole’s stepchildren live in her home half the time. When I asked
Nicole, “what do good stepmothers do?” she replied:
The role of a mother, you know you’re a caretaker, you’re a nurse sometimes,
head chef, whatever you want to call it, you’re all of that, you’re just like, I don’t
know, I see myself as just a little removed. Like I know that this is still your mom,
but I will take the place [if needed]. I’m going to be as fun as I can, but I’m not
going to give you everything you want just because I want to win you over or
anything. You know there’s still rules, all that good parenting and you know
anything that, we try now to have the same rules and have them crossover
households and stuff you know, so giving them everything that their mom would,
just you’re once removed kind of…I don’t know what it is [that makes it
different], it’s just something. Like you try everyday not to think of that. And you
want to have [the stepkids] know that they’re still loved and cared for, make it
smooth.
Me: So when you say you feel like you’re a mother to them, but one step
removed, what do you think makes you one step removed?
Nicole: Well, I didn’t biologically give birth to them. I will say, that probably
until I had [my daughter] there’s things that I didn’t understand as much, you
know? Sam would say to me, ‘once you have a child you’re going to get it, like
when they’re sick, that feeling that you get like when they scrape their knee, that
feeling that you get,’ you know? And I think I’m starting to understand it more
with [my daughter]. Like with the other kids it was more like my teacher role kind
of in a way. You know, like ‘ok scraped your knee, clean it up, you’re going to be
fine.’
Nicole’s description of what good stepmothers do, is shared by many of the respondents in my
sample. The view that “good stepmothers” essentially perform the role of a mother, but they do
so in a way that is “one step removed” illuminates the tensions many stepmothers in my sample
feel about internalizing any sort of mother-status in their stepfamilies. There is a reverence for
the status of the biological mother, but, for the most part, stepmothers are using the bounds of
how we understand what a “good mother” does as a frame of reference for constructing their role
as stepmothers.
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For instance, Barbara is 55-years-old and has been remarried to her husband Gene for 13
years. Barbara has no children of her own. Gene brings to the family his two biological children,
who are now young adults in their early 20s, from his previous marriage. Barbara’s stepchildren,
before they went off to college, spent exactly half of their time in her home. She describes it as,
“The divorce attorney special! So it would be five days on, two days off, two days on, five days
off.” I asked Barbara what the time her stepchildren spent in her home was like:
So a lot of stuff fell to me…I did [their laundry] and the shopping, very traditional
roles fell to me. Part of that is because their dad works 50-60 hours a week and
owns his company and I work at home. It doesn’t mean I don’t have hours, but
it’s easier for me to do that stuff.
Later in her interview she describes how, despite the children living in their home half
time, her husband paid child support until the kids were 18. She also mentions being
concerned about the provision of emotional care of her stepson during a difficult time in
his adolescence:
I was very worried about [my stepson] when he was in middle and high school.
He had very few friends, he was very, he didn’t do much and I thought he was
depressed and I could not get either of them on board with that – either parent.
And it was, I mean I was really [concerned]. And they did send him to a therapist
once and the guy was like, ‘I can’t help him if he won’t talk to me.’ But that was
after like months of me [bugging them]. Sort of interesting, so I’m the “not
parent,” but I was more focused on [the kids] as people in some ways.
Despite enacting many of the facets of motherhood, Barbara is clear in her sentiments
about whether or not she feels like a mother to her stepkids, but also reveals how putting
that boundary up for herself is a protective mechanism stepmothers may use in their
fragile circumstances:
No. I don’t feel like I parented them, like I would tell them, I mean I didn’t parent
them, but I would tell them, ‘I’m not your parent.’ I didn’t even discipline them
unless it was a safety issue or if someone was going [to get hurt]…I emotionally
protected myself because, I’m not sure why, maybe that’s why I’m a little
removed from them, because I sort of didn’t want to get stomped on. Just that it
could be hurtful…so I think I kept a bit of distance, you know? I think that’s a
regret and a coping mechanism.
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Nicole and Barbara, along with other stepmothers who are profiled later, reveal to us that, in
action, stepmothering doesn’t look all that different from what it means to enact mothering, but
the difference is that a privileged status is not afforded to stepmothers when they do the work of
stepmothering in that same way it is for mothers who do the work of mothering. In turn,
stepmothers often do the work of mothering, but don’t see themselves as mothers to their
stepchildren.

Emily & Dawn – Money Matters
Having half time custody of stepkids also reveals tensions around the provision of
economic support in the SRSM role. Maria and Eve, the NRSMs profiled above expressed
concerns about how paying child support, and providing other forms of economic provision, was
an important thing for their spouses to do. And, in Eve’s case, she paid child support for her
husband for years while he was out of work. Eve holds resentment about this because few people
in the family, including her now adult stepkids, know the integral role she was playing in
providing for the family. This pattern emerges among SRSMs as well, but for SRSMs there is an
added feature of frustration about their efforts to provide economically for their stepfamilies
because they also share custody of their stepchildren with the biological mother.
Emily is a 46-year-old SRSM to three stepdaughters. She has been married to the girls’
father, Jeff, for six and a half of the nine years total they have been together. When Emily
married Jeff, her stepdaughters were ages 13, 11, and 9. Emily has no children of her own. Very
much like SRSM Nicole (profiled above), Emily describes her experiences as a stepmom as like
a mom, but not. In her words:
I don’t want to be the evil stepmother. I also don't want to be the crazy
stepmother. I also don’t want to be another mom, because, well, when they’re
young that’s ok to have two moms, but when you’re a teenage girl you don’t even
want one mom, much less two of them. I guess, I tried very hard to not be their
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mom, but be their mom…I know mothers question themselves, I know that, but I
think it’s just such a different ball game. Especially when the other parent is alive.
Emily’s thoughts on how confusing wrapping one’s head around what role they might
assume as a stepmother in the family can be for women, and the ways they feel insecure
in their mother-like roles. A reoccurring theme from the interviews is that stepmothers
frequently question how their experiences might be different if circumstances with the
biological mother were somehow different. Emily also describes her experiences
parenting much like many of the other SRSMs in my sample do. Her stepdaughters
routinely go back and forth between two homes. She talks about packing them lunches
and writing them notes, as an example of her provision of care. She also describes her
involvement with her stepdaughters as follows:
Well I’m at every event, I mean every event…not like tons of activities, but I’m at
every event. Even if you tell me that you don’t want me there, I’m at the event
because I know you want me there and they have this issue at their mom’s house
where they have to pretend, they either pretend or they have convinced
themselves, that it’s not important, because their mother has convinced them by
telling them it’s not important for her to be there. I’m like my parents were at
everything. I mean, my mom never came to a track meet, my mom but she never
came to a track meet – I don’t know why, but the fact that I remember that and
that it’s something that [resonates with me]. She was at every other thing I did,
but their mother isn’t at anything so I’m like, ‘I’m going.’ Because I know
somewhere it matters to them. And I’m there, I’m consistent – their mother is not
consistent. I financially support the children more than their mother does.
In her interview Emily really emphasizes her financial contributions to her stepfamily.
She mentions it several times, as it plays an important role in how she sees herself
contributing to the stepfamily:
Their mother didn’t work for many years…she had a job and well [Jeff and her]
chose that she wouldn’t work when they were married. That was their choice so,
when they got divorced, that’s it, it is just not a good situation for mothers. Hence,
why I’m so much about with the kids, you have to be a strong, independent
woman; you don’t want to be in a situation where your mom is at. You’re a 40
something and you have very little work experience, that’s not [ideal]. She’s
always gotten child support which I always found somewhat interesting, I’ll be
the first person to bitch about child support, but I think she should have gotten
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child support at the beginning, there’s no question about that, but at some point
you’ve got to get on your feet. Like, yes, you haven’t been working for so many
years and it’s going to be tough so we’ll give you child support. Because we share
custody that’s my issue, the kids are with us half the week so it’s not like she has
them every night. We have them, so we share equally in that we have to have a
house and she has to have a house, we have to have food, she has to have food –
so that’s all equal. But from the beginning we have paid for everything because
she didn’t have a job. Extras and [things they need] – school clothes, school
supplies, ‘dad I need this for school tomorrow,’ dance lessons, all of that. Those
we would give them for Christmas, but then we would end up getting them all of
their Christmas presents too, but then we would be like ‘oh, we’ll get you drum
lessons.’ But in the end, we already got them a boatload of Christmas presents, we
didn’t really reduce the Christmas presents because of the drum lessons. And
we’re paying child support, so that for me has always been like, this is kind of an
odd situation. She then started to work and was making a really good salary so I
thought we should revisit child support. She now has a job and can support the
children. She was making the same as my husband was. It was never reassessed, I
just wanted it to be, but he never did it for whatever reason. And we were always
very nervous about if child support was reassessed would my income become part
of the issue because I make more than both of them combined…but meanwhile
I’m writing the checks and they’re on my medical plan. Which is fine…just like,
it starts to add up. I’m covering their health insurance, which would be hundreds
of dollars out of your pocket. Granted it’s not really anything for me because [no
matter what] it would be a family plan, it would be no difference if it was just he
and I, but it’s an expense she doesn’t have and we would be paying for everything
else. And I’m like, I would start to keep track at some point. We were paying for
camp, we were paying for I mean big dollar stuff, forget the clothes every year, I
mean that’s [just] a couple hundred dollars. In my, I didn’t birth these children, I
didn’t bring them into this world and now you’re not supporting them and that is
just a huge problem for me. And when Jeff was not working we [paid her a little
less] and she never complained.
In addition to all of the above, Emily talked extensively how she was the parent who
started college savings accounts for each of her stepdaughters. Emily’s concerns about
finances are illustrative of several recurring themes in SRSMs narratives. First, child
support for SRSMs can feel unfair because children are living in their home, which is
costly in and of itself. The more time children spent in the stepcouples’ homes, the more
frustrated stepmothers expressed feeling about paying “full amounts” of child support to
the biological mothers. Additionally, Emily’s concerns about finances show us that
fathers are not always the breadwinners in families and, in the context of a stepfamily,
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stepmothers are assuming the role of economic provider for their stepchildren. Often,
without the stepchildren, or really anyone in the family system, ever knowing that the
stepmother is contributing in this way.
Eve, the NRSM profiled above, was also in this situation of being the stepfamily
breadwinner, but receiving no acknowledgement for her contributions. Similarly, Dawn,
a 51-year-old SRSM, has been married to her husband, Mark, for 13 of their 23 year
partnership. At the time Dawn and Mark got together, Mark’s sons were ages 5 and 7.
Dawn’s stepsons spent half of their time in her home while growing up. In her words,
“We were very much involved in their lives. We lived in the same town.” Money matters
were also at the very center of Dawn’s interview. Much like Eve, she was, and still is the
stepfamily breadwinner, but feels she gets no acknowledgement for her contributions. In
recent years, Dawn has started to express her frustration over this lack of
acknowledgement with her adult stepsons, as they have approached the stepcouple for
financial support for major expenses like weddings and down payments for homes:
Dawn: When they were growing up we did a lot of things as a family. We didn’t
have a lot of money at the time, but we made it an effort that every time they
came over, especially on weekends when we had more time, that we did
something educational and that we weren’t just sitting and popping them in front
of the TV. You know, that we were really bonding as a family and trying to get
them out and do things. When we had money, we would take them out on trips
and things like that. They would start to get better and better every year. What’s
interesting was that I was the breadwinner for the longest time, in the beginning.
Mark had lost his job a couple of times, so somebody still had to pay the child
support and the alimony, and that came out of my pocket. I think sometimes I
resent the fact that the kids lose sight that I’m just not a cling-on. You know? I do
contribute to this household. I was, and am, the breadwinner in this household,
keeping this family very focused and making sure payments were going back to
the mother and all that stuff. Never ever wanting to take away from that. And I
don’t get credit for that. I’m just a silent partner. It is what it is.
Me: Are the kids aware of that now?
Dawn: I don’t think they’ll ever get that because my husband has a huge ego,
from a breadwinner perspective. Not in a bad way, you know, but just wanting to
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be the provider. It would kill him to know that his sons thought that he wasn’t the
provider, so I keep my mouth shut. One time that was tested was when [my
stepson] was getting married…[we] finished with dinner and I had some wine, not
a lot where I was obnoxious, but enough that I was like I’ve got the confidence to
say something. And we knew that the reason they were here was that they were
asking for money for their wedding. So what happened was, [my stepson] goes
upstairs to the family room and says, ‘Dad, can I talk to you?’ While I’m stuck
here cleaning the dishes, [my daughter-in-law] goes upstairs and changes into
something more comfortable. And I thought to myself, ‘Son of a gun! If they only
knew that most this money for this wedding is my money. And I’m not being
respected.’ So, what happens is, after five minutes, I’m steaming over here. It’s
building, no one is helping me with the dishes. I’m like the provider, the cleaner
upper, all that stuff. So within ten minutes I climb the stairs up there and say, ‘So
what are you guys talking about? You talking about the wedding?’ And [my
stepson] gets quiet and my husband says, ‘Stop, Dawn.’ And I said, ‘Well, what
are you talking about? Because if you’re talking about the wedding, I would like
to be part of that.’ So I can’t remember verbatim what I said, but it got to the point
where [my daughter-in-law] started crying and [my stepson] was really pissed off
at me… I provided my perspective. But I did say at one point, ‘You know guys,
not for nothing, but I’m the one who is also providing here too as far as the gift.
It’s not your father’s money. It’s also my money here too. And I have the
opportunity to say something too.’ And my husband was like, ‘You’re in the dog
house. I don’t even want to talk to you.’ And it was bloody hell for a long time. A
long time. So I’m one that speaks my mind, and I’m tired. For the longest time I
just felt so trapped and quiet and confined. I couldn’t say anything, just to protect
my own existence. My own, you know deserve me, respect me. I guess that was
really primarily it. I’m tired of not being respected.
Dawn’s frustration, felt by many of the stepmothers in her same situation, likely stems
from their overall feelings of powerlessness in the stepfamily system. Stepmothers can do
all the work of mothering, and even go above and beyond and do the work traditionally
assigned to fathers in the family system and be the breadwinners. But for both types of
family work, they earn little acknowledgement. And, in turn, gain no sense of status or
power in the family system.

Karen & Molly – Biology as a Mechanism of Deference & Differentiation
Karen and Molly are both SRSMs who have their stepchild in their homes slightly less
than half the time. There are also many other similarities in their stories. For instance, they are
both 46-years-old. They each have been in stepmother roles for about a decade and both were in
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long-term partnerships or marriages before (re)marrying and becoming stepmothers. Karen has
been with her partner, Andrew, for seven years, for four and a half of which they have been
married. Andrew has one biological son from his previous marriage. Similarly, Molly has been
married to her husband, Carl, for 10 years. Carl brings four biological children to the family. His
three oldest children are from his first marriage, and his youngest son is from a long-term
partnership he had after his divorce.
One thing that makes Karen and Molly’s stories different from each other is their
understanding and experiences with biological connections in stepfamilies. Biological ties and
bonds are central to Karen and Molly’s stepmotherhood stories, but in very different ways. For
one thing, neither Karen or Molly have biological children of their own – though, they came to
this place through different paths. Karen, has never wanted children of her own, and thus is a
childfree stepmother. Molly, did have a desire to have biological children of her own with Carl,
but after trying for many years, they were unable to conceive – a journey she describes as, “I had
wanted to have biological children, which I subsequently have reconciled and I’m happy and feel
like my life is very full and rewarding. But there was a lot of uncertainty as to how things would
evolve.” Molly then, is considered a childless stepmom.
Karen and Molly’s stances on stepmotherhood also intersect with their understanding of
the role biological ties and bonds play in family units – and what they have to do with
motherhood. Karen describes how the shared custody arrangement plays out in her family:
On paper, we’re supposed to have him every other week from Thursday through
Monday morning… Now, it has been modified, not legally, but it’s been worked
out between Andrew and his ex-wife, more so because she tells Andrew how it’s
going to work. In the winter we don't see much of [my stepson] at all because he
spends every weekend going up to that second home in Vermont to do crosscountry ski events. And then we see him starting in April more often. So he
comes over for long weekends. Like we were supposed to have him this April
vacation, but mom scheduled a trip to Belize. So [they] went to Belize. [My
stepson] wasn’t too excited about that, but then again, he doesn’t feel like he has a
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choice in the matter. But he does, he said I do want to come and spend some of
the Easter break with dad, so they’ll do that.
Changing and shifting custody routines in shared custody arrangements are typical in SRSM’s
stories. Also typical are the ways the provision of physical care and discipline tends to be
handled when stepchildren do come to stay:
Karen: Yeah, typically I fall into that [mom] role. Where I’ve got the cooking on
days that I’m here. If it’s a day that I work, Andrew will get tasked with the
evening meal…I don’t have to do [my stepson’s] laundry because he often will
just pack it back in the bag and send him back home. So yeah, I fall into a
maternal role of cooking. Andrew cleans. Andrew does the taxiing and sometimes
it is like pulling teeth to get [my stepson] to do some chores, but if I make the
reward tasty enough, he’ll do it.
Me: Do you play an active role in discipline?
Karen: Yeah, I do an active role in responsibility. Responsibility to others.
Responsibility to the household. Um, discipline, yes. But he’s an easy child, he
rarely needs discipline.
Me: So it might be something small like pick up your shoes or room?
Karen: Yes.
A more unique feature of Karen’s interview was her overall satisfaction with being a stepmother,
and also her unapologetic approach to taking a more hands-off approach to stepmothering. She
said:
It’s been a wonderful experience. I think I knew in my 20s I did not want to have
children of my own. But I always had in the back of my mind, I’ll have somebody
else’s children…step-parenting [my stepson] has been an easy journey. He’s an
easy child to get along with. He entertains himself. He is part of the family…[But]
I’m not involved in his day-to-day life. Mom is probably what you would call a
helicopter mom. So she’s very, very involved in his life and she controls a lot of
what he does and mandates that he get involved in a lot of athletic activities. She’s
very athletic herself, a triathlete. So she, under the guise of giving him all sorts of
opportunities and exposing him to a lot of different options, has him enrolled year
round in athletic things. That was the struggle early on. It’s waning now that he’s
decided the athletic activities that he likes the most. And I was not going to play
the role of taxiing him to swimming, to cross country, to summer camp. I did not
want any part of that. So Andrew’s taken more of that active role. But yet for
parents who share the same town the son is in, we don't play as active of a role as
some other parents who would. We don’t cart him off during the week to
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activities when mom can’t. Mom always makes herself available to do that
because it’s her choice, she wants to, she controls that side of his life…I do not
want to be involved in the day-to-day activities. I don’t want my schedule effected
by a child’s schedule. It’s not my theory of how an adult’s life should be. I don’t
want to have to have my schedule ruled by a child’s schedule. I think the adult
comes first. So if I disagree at all with how [his mother] has parented, that’s
how…So I’m also content to let her do that if she wants to.
As a result of her stepping back from playing a more central role in parenting her stepson, Karen
shares her sentiments about how, in her experience, being a stepmom is less demanding than
being a biological mother:
Karen: For me, and I don’t want to speak to other stepmoms, but because I don’t
take a real active role in [my stepson’s] life, because he is an easy child in my
opinion, I don’t, it’s not demanding for me. He comes and he goes, especially
now that he’s a teenager and I don’t have to necessarily be in the house when he’s
here, and because I choose not to play an active role in his athletic life, then it’s
not so demanding. I don’t put the demands on myself, Andrew doesn’t put the
demands on me. If Andrew needs me to take him to school, because he does go to
a private school up in [town about an hour away] everyday, I can give him a ride
up there, but for the most part, that’s Andrew’s to do. I assist. So, I don’t put the
demands on myself. Andrew knows that he’s the biological parent, that’s his
detail.
Me: …Do you feel like a mother to [your stepson]?
Karen: No.
Me: Why not?
Karen: I don’t want to take that role. Mom does just fine and I’m content to let her
do that regardless of agreeing with her or disagreeing with her, and how she
parents. That’s not my position. So I’ll let her have that role and you know I don’t
feel like a mom. She can have that, that’s not my position. I’m much more content
to play friend and shoulder to cry on if ever need be.
Me: Has that ever happened?
Karen: Uh, no. I can’t remember that last time [my stepson] shed tears. It was a
tantrum and that was during the tantrum years. So, yeah, a sounding board is often
what I am.
In not putting demands on herself to play a more active mother-like role in her stepson’s life,
Karen is, for the most part, very satisfied with her experiences of being a stepmother. Karen
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defers to the biological parents, and in turn, doesn’t identify as a mother to her stepson. She does
however, enact some of the facets of motherhood – including some provision of physical care,
extending economic support (she mentions paying child support and how “that’s fine” elsewhere
in her interview), engages in minimal discipline, and makes herself available for the provision of
emotional support. However, for Karen, lack of a biological bond is the facet she uses to explain
her justification for deferring parenting to others in the family system.
The clarity around deferring to biological parent from day one of being a stepmother was
not as clear for most other women in my sample. The realization of how much a biological bond
matters to parent-child relationships was something at the forefront of Molly’s experiences as a
stepmother. In the first five minutes of our interview together, Molly mentions both the salience
of the biological bond and the stereotype of the evil stepmother as it relates to her experiences. In
the excerpt that follows, she also talks about how her understanding of the boundaries around the
role of the stepmother evolved over time – evolutions that were both self-realized and enforced
by her stepchildren’s biological mother:
First of all, there’s like such this stigma around the evil stepmother. I have felt
from the very beginning that it’s such an important role for someone to be able to
take on helping to love and nurture children who aren’t biologically their own,
and that it’s an incredible responsibility and, you know, something that can be
really, really positive…There are definitely challenges that come with the role of
raising children where you’re trying to find your place in the whole dynamic and
how much is your responsibility and where do you step back and, you know? Sort
of respecting your relationship with the mother…When I became a stepmother it
was a really difficult thing for me because I felt like, you know, you’re the mom,
like there’s never, you’re always the mom and nobody can compete with that…
So, within our household I feel like I am the female parent. A co-parent. And, my
husband, if we ever disagree on something about the children we had to navigate
through the fact that he essentially trumps because they’re biological children of
his. So there have been times where I have had to step back from things that
we’ve disagreed on, but over time as I have recognized ‘ok, I am not the
biological parent’ and I have been able to step back a little more…But in the
beginning I definitely thought, ‘ok I took a big step back from my career when we
got married and really was completely focused on being a great stepmother and I
was trying to get pregnant at that time. I really wanted to have a biological child
of my own. So I was like I am doing this and I am going to be really good at it…
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and so that evolved a lot over time…As it regards outside of the home, that’s were
Carl’s ex-wife, was very adamant about not wanting me to play any sort of
mother role with the kids in any public realm.
I asked Molly more about the boundaries that Carl’s ex-wife placed on her involvement
as a stepmother “in the public realm.” She describes the dynamics as follows:
Molly: She’d be very resentful if I was even [at a school function or event]. And I
was never allowed to like participate in any parent-teacher conferences with the
older kids or she was like “nope, Carl and I do that together.” And one of our
children has diabetes, Type I diabetes, and when he was diagnosed you know I am
one of the responsible parents in this household, she didn’t want me to participate
in any of the medical meetings, and of the nutritional learning. It was really scary,
not having that education. So that was 9 years ago now, so there were a lot of
issues early on where I felt very marginalized by her because here I’m thinking,
‘well I’m playing this big role within the household, yet there are things that I am
being prevented from doing that really help me to be a better parent in our
household.’
Me: How did she communicate those things to you?
Molly: Through Carl, essentially. So she would say, “absolutely not, Molly is not
welcome.” So it became very clear. And in the beginning we would email each
other. I would reach out to her about her opinion about different things and even
say you know, “if you’re ever concerned or want another opinion about
something that’s going on with the kids,” and there was just a point where, I think
it was freshman year [of high school, my stepdaughter] had an advisor who
reached out to all the parents and said anyone that comes to parents’ weekend stop
in and say hello. And so, I set up a time to do that and that was sort of the break
and she was like, ‘you’re so beyond your right!’…So I think it’s just a sense of
being threatened or something like that.
Molly’s description of Carl’s ex-wife is typical of biological mothers’ enactment of gatekeeping
described by some of the stepmothers in my sample. Molly mentions that she thinks Carl’s exwife acted this way because she may have felt threatened in her status as a mother. Motherhood,
as a social institution, dictates that women be devoted to their children and thus, it makes sense
that biological mothers would feel incentivized to gatekeep against the deep involvement of
other mother-like caregivers, especially those who they are not biologically related to, as this
might undermine her status and ability to “appropriately” play her role as a biological mother.
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As a result of children in the shared residential status stepfamily routinely going between
households SRSMs cited more complexities around co-parenting than NRSMs. In Molly’s case,
when gatekeeping occurred, and boundaries were imposed on the extent to which she could enact
various facets of motherhood, she altered her approach:
You know, I really embraced [the caregiver role] whole heartedly, but I have to
say I think at the point when that line was drawn in the sand, it was hurtful and it
was like you know what, ok so if we’re saying step back, step back in that area,
I’m going to do what I need to do in order to make sure that the kids know that
they’re loved and their cared for, but I’m not going to make it my life’s purpose.
Like just within these walls to be sort of the caretaker, but not be able to carry it
beyond that and to have the influence [outside]. I would say you know there are
sort of the sheltering needs, which I felt committed to, but I really wanted to be
involved in the medical and intellectual and personal growth needs…
As a result of her experiences, a sense of feeling like her position in the family as a nonbiological relative is different is solidified in Molly’s mind. She expresses how important it is for
her to respect the boundaries Carl’s ex-wife, and subsequently Carl, have imposed on her role.
She also give us insight into how this feeling of being an “outsider” is internalized by
stepmothers:
It’s the lines that have been drawn, but then also like a real awareness of
boundaries and not wanting to push those boundaries…I definitely am always
aware of in those situations where I am talking about colleges or my opinion
about things, I am aware that there is like this little [internal] governor that’s
saying, ‘what’s the right way to approach this?’ Or, ‘how can I say this in a way
that’s not going to feel like I’m pressuring or alienating or breaking ranks?’ So
there’s definitely an awareness I have when communicating directly [with my
stepchildren]. I have a hyper-awareness…I think it’s sort of maybe this fragile
sense of there not being this biological bond, so you think that something could
get broken and that it could like not come back after investing all of this time and
love and effort and energy. So I think [there’s like] a sense of fear that there
would be something that could be said or done that would cause them to turn
[away]. It’s sort of like this delicate balance of a beautiful thing, and not wanting
to break it because I know how fragile it could be…And I actually have
questioned it myself because I do wonder why it feels like that, I mean what’s the
worst that could happen if I pushed it? But joining such a big family and being the
one that isn’t biologically connected, there’s like a sense of, like it’s not physical
survival, but it’s a sense of recognizing that you’re not one of the pack. Not part
of the crew…The biological bond can’t be broken. There are parents that do
horrible, horrible things and then, you know, still the kids are like “I love you! I
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love you!” And, I think as a non-biological parent that there is just the sense that
it could go away. I don’t know if that would happen, but there definitely is a
feeling…So, a sense of fragility I would say…I would say that, it’s important to
enter into being a stepmother with like a positive and optimistic attitude about
what can be, but to recognize that there’s some things that can’t be just because
there are limitations to the role. And, to be sure to hold onto some sense of
identity that’s outside of, you know, that identity of that role in the family.
Molly’s acknowledgement of the boundaries around her role are characteristic of what
many stepmothers expressed in their interviews. There is a seemingly delicate balance to
strike between finding your place in a family where you have no biological ties, while
also being constantly reminded and “hyperaware” of this difference. For Molly and some
others, it results in stepmothers feeling like an outsider in their stepfamilies, especially
when the stepmother has no children of her own.
In another view, where the institution of motherhood suggests that being a mother
“should be” an all-consuming, master status, Karen and Molly also reveal the ways that
stepmothers can, in some cases, have more freedom to pursue an identity outside of their
mother-like role. They can, relatively unapologetically, “step back” from a mothering
role in their families, more so than a biological mother might. However, when they do
they risk being perceived as cold, distant, wicked, or even evil. In this way, the ideologies
that are the backdrop to the institution of motherhood as we know it are flexible and
enduring. “Stepping back” can provide stepmothers a sense of freedom from the rigid
standards we have for biological mothers and parenting children, but at the same time,
motherhood ideology still holds them responsible for many of those standards.
Full-Time Residential Stepmothers
Women in the FTSM category are fewest in numbers in this sample. This, in and of itself,
is suggestive of how rare it is for children to not be living in households, on either a full or part
time basis, with their biological mothers unless exceptional or extreme circumstances arise –
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which is the case for several respondents in this category. FTSM roles are unique because, in
short, these women ‘do all the things’ that mothers ‘are supposed to’ do for their children,
providing nearly all of the provision of physical and emotional care, extending the provision of
economic support, and, by virtue of sharing a home on a full-time basis, take on more of a role
with disciplining stepchildren than do stepmothers in other residential categories. Discipline,
though, this is still done on a limited basis and with some hesitation and, sometimes, a lot of
push back from stepchildren. Despite this, FTSMs express that they do not feel like their
stepkids’ mothers, nor are they afforded a secure feeling around having a mother status with their
stepchildren.

Nancy & Janet – All The Work, Without the Status
Nancy is 61-years-old and has been married to Evan for more than 30 years. From the
start of their relationship together, Evan had full custody of his four sons, then ages 11, 10
(twins), and 8, from his previous marriage. Nancy and Evan also have two sons together. After
the birth of her second biological son, Nancy became a stay-at-home mom for the six boys. She
describes her family transitions in her interview:
I moved into [my husband and stepsons’] household. It was advantageous to
everybody because I brought a second income and we were able to make the
house bigger and stuff like that. I worked until I had my second son…And then,
when I had my second son I was full-time home. I told my husband, I’ll bake
bread, I’ll make their clothes, I need to be home. [Before that] they’d call me at
work because they couldn’t find Evan, because he was a police officer. And it
was, you know, they were fighting it was sad because you know they would come
home from school, there was nobody there, you know what I mean…When I had
[my second son], [my oldest stepson] was probably 8, he was born in June, and I
remember being in the backyard and each one of those boys would seek me out.
Now, mind you, who would be popping a wheelie, who’d be hanging from the
three, who’d be, you know what I mean, but they would make contact and then
they would scamper off. And I thought, geeze, you know what that’s sort of what
kids need. It doesn’t have to be a parent, you know what I mean, but just not to
come home to an empty household.
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Her stepsons’ biological mother was very minimally involved in their childhoods, enacting a
pattern of inconsistent visitation and involvement that extends into her stepsons’ adulthoods. In
her interview, Nancy describes the history of the custody arrangements and the subsequent
dynamics with the biological mother:
Nancy: [The biological mother] went with any boyfriend, she left them alone a
couple of times. This is how Evan got custody of them…She had another friend
move in, who also had three kids, and she would actually, Evan found them alone
one night, the seven kids. They were babies. I mean when they got divorced [my
oldest stepson] was like one and half. Evan got custody of him before he was two.
You know, and all the other ones. So there were four [kids] under five [years
old]…. [Their biological mother] was not Mother Earth, so it was trying in the
beginning because she wouldn’t come and get them and they’d be waiting outside
on a Saturday morning with their backpacks, and you know, first they were just
standing there. Then they would kind of start fighting a little bit, before you knew
it there was a backpack in the tree because they were just frustrated and whatever.
Then they were fighting. You know what I mean? And then it was so sad because
they would dribble in. The first one would come in, giving up. And then another,
and before you know it, all three.
Me: Because they knew she wasn’t going to show up?
Nancy: Yeah. So sad. It was sad. But, she was their mother, you know what I
mean? And it didn’t matter what I did in the house, if mommy [did anything], it
would be like, ‘mommy picked up my glasses!,’ you know what I mean?… She
just wouldn’t come. And it was like, ‘oh, I had car trouble.’ Or whatever. This
was before cell phones, you know… For holidays, they go to their mom’s. You
know, that’s it. They don’t see her hardly any of the other time, except this
holiday time. And that’s ok with her…And even then they only stay there for [a
short time]. Sometimes they’ll be at our house at like 3:00 or 3:30 and we haven’t
even sat down to eat. Like what time did you go to your mother’s house? ‘Oh we
got there at 12.’ Like you don’t even have time to eat, and then they leave. But
I’m telling ya there is that mom thing, it’s your mother, you know? And even if
she stinks, that’s the only one they’ve got.
Even though the biological mother of Nancy’s stepsons was relatively estranged from Nancy’s
stepsons, her minimal presence still played a large part in Nancy’s experiences as a stepmother.
In her daily life, Nancy felt and subsequently internalized, a sense of difference between her own
roles as a mother and stepmother, despite doing all the work of mothering for her stepsons for
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over 30 years. Somewhat contradicting her prior sentiments about how we ‘only get one mom,’
Nancy tells me:
Nancy: Just because you have a baby does not make you a mother at all. I learned
that too. Truly. So it wasn’t, you know, they wanted to in their little minds I think
they had to idolize her because Evan was always tearing her down and she was
their mother, you know what I mean? We had a counselor once say to us that, ‘it’s
not normal for children to not be with their moms.’ It really isn’t. So all the kids
at 13, 14, kind of kooked out a little bit and the counselor said, ‘this is weird, they
realize, hey why isn’t my mother a bigger part of my life, why isn’t she at the
school meetings, at the PTA meeting?’ She never did any of those things. Yeah, I
did it all because you know what I, to me, when you have a kid, that’s it. You
gotta be in it 100% because you signed on for it, you know what I mean, good,
bad, or indifferent.
Me: So you were involved with all their activities and stuff?
Nancy: Yeah. I was the one schlepping them to the things…[my oldest stepson]
has learning disabilities and stuff and I knew it the minute, he’s on like the autism
spectrum, or whatever. High functioning, but not very social. And they just, I used
to call it ostrich head in the sand, why are you doing this? This kid needs help.
And I truly knew my boundary, you know what I mean? Like I was like, ‘eh, I’m
like a stepmother.’ And so I would say to Evan, ‘I’m going to call the school and
say that I’m calling with you knowing that he needs to be tested.’ And the mother
just, she would scream at me, ‘there’s nothing wrong with him!’ Yes, there is, and
there was. But she’s like a low-life kinda, you know what I mean? Yeah, she just
didn’t have it.
Me: So you were the one who kind of called and try to facilitate help for [oldest
stepson]? You were talking about how you feel like there was a boundary there,
did you feel like, do you feel like as a stepmother that you don’t have complete
just freedom to act how you would with your own kids? Is there a difference for
you?
Nancy: Absolutely. If the mother was dead, then it would have been different. It
would have had a whole different dynamic, because I would have stepped in and
been a mother figure. But because they had a mother, you know what I mean, and
when push came to shove…When [one of my younger stepsons] got married I
can’t tell you how I felt at that wedding. So, because, even Evan wasn’t with me
and there I was kind of like with our two kids, and the boys were all with their
mother and laughing and talking and the wives were there. I was mad. I was like
hurt. I was hurt. And, therefore, I would make my own boundaries, you know
what I mean, like these are my kids and these are [not]. These are MY kids, which
maybe isn’t right, but I’m sorry. I gotta be honest with you.
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After telling these stories, I asked Nancy more about her understanding of the differences
between motherhood and stepmotherhood. In her answer, she comes back to the core issue of
discipline and said:
Nancy: I feel like as much as I cared for and about [my stepsons, with my
biological kids], you’re all invested, you know what I mean? When [my stepsons]
got in trouble it was very easy for me to step back, you know? I would step back,
and let Evan kind of handle it. Don’t get me wrong, I’m outspoken or whatever,
so I would put my two cents in, but it wasn’t that knife in your heart because they
weren’t your kids, you know?
Me: So if they acted out you didn’t maybe take it as personally kind of thing?
Nancy: Exactly. Where [my kids] it’s like ‘if you do that! You weren’t raised like
that!’…Like if it’s my kids I need to, you know, either tow the mark with them or
point out to them. And, you know, when I got the [stepkids] alone I would say,
‘guys, that wasn’t a good thing to do.’ Or whatever. But in the heat of the moment
I would retreat.
Given Nancy’s situation, I asked her, despite the difficulties she endured in her stepmother role,
if she felt like her stepsons’ mom and, now that some of her stepsons have children of their own,
if she feels like her stepgrandchildrens’ grandmother?
Me: So do you feel like their grandma?
Nancy: No. Not really. They call me Nancy too. And truly, these boys never
called me mom or anything. And I have to say, Evan is kind of that way. And I
didn’t really care because I wasn’t their mother and I didn’t try to be…I like the
[grand]kids and everything, but it’s definitely she’s their grandmother…[Evan
played a role also in] kind of unknowingly [making] the lines, drew the lines [for
me]. He drew the line. More like how much that they could, in other words, I was
there and I was providing and doing all this stuff, but I was not, like blood related.
Me: You were saying that they don’t call you mom, do you feel like their mom?
Nancy: No. Let me tell ya. If I didn’t have children, I think there would be a huge
amount, a huge amount of resentment. You know? Can you imagine? The laundry
and the, all of it…So, if I, yeah having my own children was a huge help.
Me: Does that hurt your feelings [not being called or feeling like mom], having
done so much?
Nancy: No because I have my kids.
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In her interview then, Nancy explains her central role in the provision of care and uneasy stance
on discipline, but also illuminates the role a biological understanding of family plays in her
experiences. She understands her mothering, and subsequent status as a mother, of her own
biological children as different from the mothering role she assumes with her stepsons. And,
even though she did nearly all of the mothering for her stepsons, she claims she didn’t try to be
their mom, suggesting that women can define motherhood as something distinct from enacting a
mothering role. This has an intergenerational impact and is reinforced by her husband’s
understanding of blood ties in affording individuals various family status positions. Like many of
the women in the sample, Nancy is still very much on her stepmom journey and alludes to the
ways that her stepsons might be coming around to understanding the central role she has played
in their lives:
Me: What would you describe as the best and the most challenging things about a
stepmom?
Nancy: The best things are, I don’t know if there are any best things. There are
good things, they’re not all bad, maybe the things that are cute that they do realize
that you did a lot for them. Like [now, sometimes] they’ll say ‘this is my mom’ to
other people.
Despite mention of this point at the very end of her interview, Nancy still spent most of her
interview explaining all the ways she doesn’t feel like a (grand)mother and actively differentiates
herself from those roles where her stepkids are concerned. Even with rare glimpses of being
acknowledged as her stepsons’ “mother,” she feels insecure in fully claiming this status position.
Nancy, as do some of the other stepmothers in my sample, entertains the idea that ‘things
would be different’ if the biological mother of stepchildren was deceased. Stepmothers who feel
the reality of constraints on their role wonder how that feeling might be different when biological
mothers are completely absent. This is the case for several stepmothers in my sample, one of
whom is also a FTSM.
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Janet is 51-years-old and has been remarried to 53-year-old Patrick for 11 years. Patrick,
has three children from his previous marriage. Janet, has two biological children of her own from
her previous marriage. During the first year of their remarriage to each other, Patrick’s ex-wife,
the biological mother to his three children, unexpectedly passed away in an arson housefire. At
the time, Janet’s stepchildren were ages 10, 8, and 6. Prior to the tragedy, Janet and Patrick were
already living on a full-time basis with their combined five children, as the biological father of
Janet’s children is not involved in their lives. She describes, before the fire, what the custody
situation was like for her stepchildren and their biological mother:
Janet: They had joint custody, but the majority of the time the kids lived with
Patrick. She would pick them up, maybe they’d spend the day together, but she
had a lot of, you know she would be coming and going a lot. And so most times
they did not sleep over there. It got less and less and less as time went on.
Me: So you basically then, raised them really?
Janet: Well I tried to, but I don’t know that they got most of it.
I asked about what it was like for her during the time immediately following the death of her
stepchildren’s mother. She explains:
Janet: I didn’t do much parenting before then because it was really only within the
first six months. [But], I wanted it to be, in my mind, people were going to have
to follow the rules, but at the same time I wasn’t their mother. You know what I
mean? And I didn’t want them to look at it like, ‘well, she thinks she’s my mother
and she’s not.’
Me: So do you feel like you were changing your behavior?
Janet: I think I was, yeah. And because, you know, I mean she was killed in a
house fire so it was a whole police investigation and a lot of stuff that normally
wouldn’t happen. And, you know, how much do you tell them when they’re that
age? And you know they’re like, ‘well, why can’t we see her body?’ And, you
know, I mean. Unfortunately, after that happened no one made them go to
counseling. Which is how we got where we are today.
Throughout her interview, Janet explains, as she alludes to above, how difficult she had found
mothering her stepchildren to be. Though Janet’s stepmother experience occurs with a backdrop
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of a traumatic experience for her stepchildren, her provision of care patterns, and struggles with
discipline are not entirely all that differently looking from those that Nancy described:
Janet: So it has taken a very, very long time for me to realize that I cannot run the
household. I mean I realized this awhile ago, but the more time goes on the more I
realize I just have to wash my hands of certain things because nobody listens to
me and they’re not going to, you know.
Me: What, for example?
Janet: It was always like, if I would say, you know if somebody said, like I would
try to get them to do chores, say. Nothing crazy, but they wouldn’t do them. They
would just be, they wouldn’t be mouthy but they would just like be ‘I don’t know
why we have to do that.’ And my thing, the way I grew up, and the way I would
be with my own two children was, ‘just do it because I said. That’s why’… [For
instance], if I leave [my biological son] a note on his day off and say will you
empty the dishwasher, whatever, he probably looks at it and sighs, but he does it.
And [my biological daughter] will do it, not [my stepkids]. I think I have a big
problem because they’re very lazy. And, again, I cannot relate to this…After 11
years of me saying it, why? So that’s the difficult thing.
Me: Are there things that you just don’t do in your parent role for your stepkids?
Janet: Yeah, there are certain things, mostly it’s the discipline.
In short, Janet struggles, as all stepmothers say they do, with enacting discipline with her
stepchildren, but by living with them full-time, engages with the issue more consistently than
stepmothers in other residential status categories. As in all of the interviews, I asked Janet if she
feels like a mother to her stepchildren:
Janet: I feel like their mom, but not like I feel like my kids’ mom, no.
Me: What do you think makes it different?
Janet: Because I could talk to my kids a certain way, I can’t talk to [my stepkids]
the same way.
Me: Even to this day you feel that?
Janet: Yes. I do…I can’t and I won’t because [they] would, it would cause a huge
problem. [They] would go to their father with whatever it was, and that would
cause problems between them, and then it would cause a problem between Patrick
and myself.
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Me: You just feel like it’s easier, or that this is just what you have to do? To just
not say what you need to say sometimes?
Janet: Yeah, for my own sanity really. It’s very difficult. And I don’t know if it’s
like that because, you know I always tell Patrick, ‘you’re a great person, but
you’re a really crappy mom’… And I think a lot of the reason is because he feels
guilty, not that he had anything to do with it. But he feels guilty that they don’t
have their mom. And in turn he tries to be their pal. He’s going to be the cool dad
and let [things go].
Me: It sounds like you really want him to be [more stern]?
Janet: Because that’s what I think a dad is supposed to do. You know, when
they’re like 30 you could be their pal, but not when they’re teenagers. We’re in a
bad situation right now!
Me: You are? You’re not in a good place?
Janet: No. I mean, I think it, I know it bothers me, way more than it bothers him.
And it’s just like the countdown is on for, they’re all getting to be an age where
they’re going to be gone…So everybody lives home still, really. And, I don’t
know, you probably hear this from other people, I get along so much better with
[my own kids].
Related to her sentiments above, is Janet’s response to another question I asked all stepmoms I
interviewed – what do you think a good stepmother does? She describes the difficulties around
stepmothering and reveals that her stepchildren do actually call her mom. She said:
Janet: Well, I think a good stepmother would, and again this is something that
I’ve just learned over time and I try to do, but it’s hard, it’s really hard sometimes,
is to just love them unconditionally for who they are not what they do. And that's
really difficult because, you know, you don’t have that biological connection with
them. Like you know if my two kids were doing something I really hated or
whatever, short of crime, but even then I would be able to say that I still love
them unconditionally. But if [my stepkids are] doing something, I’m sure I still
love them, but I really, really I feel like I would dislike them more. There’s a big
chasm between me and them.
Me: So you feel like a good stepmother stands by them?
Janet: Like you would with your own child. And they are so dramatically different
from me and my inbred way that I do things. [laughs] They just do things like I’ve
never experienced this before in my life. The way they live, their social behavior,
I just never, maybe they’re much less stressed than I am? Maybe that’s a good
thing? But I can’t, it’s so hard, is like trying to get a paper clip through a table. I
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can’t grasp it… And people say, ‘I don’t know how you do it.’ And I’m like, I’m
not looking for credit, I’m really not. I’m just like, you know because sometimes I
am led to believe that I am the one that’s a little bit either too picky or
unreasonable, it’s like no it’s not unreasonable this is normal stuff that I’m talking
about. When I, when Patrick and I first got together and I was like, ‘oh I know
God put me in this situation so that the kids would have a mother,’ and this and
that. But now, I think God put me in this situation so that I would learn that I can’t
control anything apparently. I really do. And I’m not making this stuff up
either…it’s a totally different ball game than your own children. You know? Like
I could say to my son, ‘go bring those trash cans in they’ve been out there all
day.’ And he’d be like, ‘ugh, alright!’ And he’ll go and do it and if I said that to
[my stepson] he would be like, ‘oh well.’ And they’re two different people, but I
couldn’t say it like that, I would have to say, ‘do you think if you have a minute
you could go and…’ So, and this is after 11 years, you know? So it’s almost like,
you have to walk on eggshells a lot. I can’t imagine encouraging anyone [to be a
stepmother], I know it sounds terrible…I mean there are times we have a great
time together and stuff, but unfortunately I feel like those are overshadowed by all
the stress that I feel all the time. I feel as soon as I go into my house I feel like this
negative vibe. And it stinks. And I’m not the only one that feels that way, even
Patrick has said that he feels it…If you can hang onto the times when everybody
has a good time, it’s definitely better now than if we had this talk five years ago. I
probably would have just sat here and cried the whole time. But, you’d be like
she’s crazy, don’t interview her! But it’s definitely better now that they’re older
because I think when they get older, if everybody turns out ok and there haven’t
been terrible things that have happened to really damage, you know, like I could
say to [my stepson] now, ‘well, you know you and I don’t want to talk about that,
do we?’ And he’ll be like, ‘eh, mom, ok.’
Me: Do they all call you mom?
Janet: They all call me mom.
Me: Was that always the case, or did that take time?
Janet: Um, I think it’s always been the case. You know since shortly after. [My
stepdaughter] a few years back when she would be mad at me she would call me
Janet. And I would say to her, ‘it doesn’t hurt my feelings that you call me Janet. I
don’t care what you call me.’ So, you know, if you’re doing that to hurt my
feelings, but she’d be like, ‘you’re not my mom.’ ‘No, I’m not your mom, thank
God!’ I said that one time, I did, and I felt bad. And I said, ‘I’m not your mom,
because if I was your mom I would have beat the crap out of you by now!’ I
wouldn’t really but then, you know, she would be like, ‘you know, I only did that
because I was mad.’ It’s like, ‘yeah, I know.’ Then it’s fine.
Janet’s experiences as a stepmother show how, even in the most extreme circumstances and
when stepchildren and stepmothers mutually claim each other as mother and child, a sense of
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difference remains because there is the absence of a privileged biological bond between
stepmothers and their stepchildren. Janet’s stepchildren call her mom, and she acts like their
mom to the best of her ability in her circumstances, but she does not authentically feel like their
mom in that same way she claims she does towards her own biological children. In Janet’s story
also lives the cultural narrative we have around “evil” and “wicked” stepmothers, who according
to the stereotype distance themselves from being motherly to their stepchildren – something we
culturally perceive as a negative thing for women to do. Janet talks about this near the conclusion
of her interview:
Sometimes I’ll joke and if they say like, ‘this is my mom,’ especially early on,
like if they said, ‘this is my stepmom.’ I’d be like, ‘yeah, I’m the wicked
stepmother,’ and we would all laugh because it’s like, no you’re the wicked
stepchildren. They’re not wicked, they’re just so different. So different. I never
thought that people were so different from each other. I mean dramatically
different. Which is very naïve of me, you know.
Thus far, the experiences of the stepmoms in this study show that enacting a mothering role does
not always afford one the privileged status of mother, and even in rare cases when it might,
stepmothers still don’t express feeling a sense of security in that status. In Janet’s case, where
there is mutual claiming of each other in the family system by stepmother and stepchildren, Janet
still feels and acknowledges that there is a difference between the way she feels about her own
biological children and her stepchildren. She illuminates the ways the relationships at play in the
family system intersect with stepmothers’ behaviors, that sometimes appear like cultural
stereotypes about stepmothers being “evil,” “wicked,” or otherwise cold and unloving – though, I
would argue, that could not be further from the truth.

(de facto) Adoption As Exception?
All of this said, what conditions do have be present then for anyone who mothers children
to be afforded the status of being a mother and, perhaps more importantly, a feeling of security in
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that status? In what contexts, if any, does deference and differentiation on the part of women in
mothering-like roles in families not occur?

Jenna & Allie – When Biological Mothers Cede Their Privileged Status
Jenna is 51-years-old and has been married to her husband, Steve, for four years. Jenna
had one biological son and one adopted son with her ex-husband; her sons are now ages 18 and
24 respectively. Steve brings his one biological daughter, who is now 19-years-old, to their
family. Jenna is a SRSM, and from the time her stepdaughter was 14-years-old she regularly
spent time in the stepcouple’s home. When I asked Jenna about how her early relationship with
her adopted son compares to her forming a relationship with her stepdaughter, she said:
He was two days old when we brought him home. I never felt, the only worry I
had there was that his mom had six months to change her mind, so there was just
that, but I didn’t have any fear of him and I bonding, we didn’t have any trouble
with that. Um, but yeah with [my stepdaughter], yeah, you don’t, it’s not the same
bonding that’s for sure, it just grows I think over time.
Jenna shares the sentiment that mother-child relationships are often grown into overtime, but she
only recognizes this as it applies to her stepdaughter, not her adopted son. The ages of her
adopted son and stepdaughter for sure play a role in her experiences forming a bond with the
children. But also, adoption, unlike becoming a stepparent, coincides with a biological mother
symbolically ceding her privileged status in the family. I argue, that this effectively makes room
for other caregivers to bond to the child securely as a ‘mother’ because, in these cases, the
primacy of the biological mother’s bond to her children no longer needs to be respected in the
same way.
This process can occur even in situations where legal adoption is not the reason for
mothers ceding the primacy of their status in the family system. For example, Allie and Ben have
been together for about a year and a half. They are consciously cohabiting, with no intention of
getting married in the near future. Allie is a legal guardian to Ben’s three biological daughters,
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who are 16, 8, and 6-years-old. The girls have two different biological mothers, which adds some
complexity to Allie’s parenting experiences. In the first few months of their relationship, Ben’s
oldest daughter unexpectedly came to live with them full-time after being estranged from her
father for many years prior. At the time Allie and Ben got together, Ben already had full custody
of his two younger daughters, who are estranged from their biological mother – a court mandated
arrangement in response to her abuse of them. Allie describes the early months of their time as a
family:
Ben and I had a really good friendship and it just led on to we starting cohabiting
and living together. So it was me, Ben, and the two girls. So it was the four of us
and we kind of were starting to settle as a family and then at the beginning of the
summer [my oldest stepdaughter] came to live with us, pretty unexpectedly she
had been estranged from the entire family. And she was a little rough in the
beginning, but since then she’s just been an absolute delight. You know, nothing
her mother said was true. Like it was all situational. She’s off a bunch of meds
that she was on. She’s happier. She’s doing adult-ed high school, her way. She’s
getting all A’s and B’s. Like planning college like just, I think, a different person
than when she showed up… I think, I don’t deal with as much, you know, the
conflict where the kids are going back and forth and getting different messages,
however I deal with a very different, where the mother was a very, very bad
person. [The oldest daughter] started calling me mom first. And the little girls
followed because [the oldest] had an incident where she ended up in the hospital
and, she was like, ‘why wouldn’t you be my mom? I want you to be my mom.’ I
was like, ‘you can call me mom, I don’t care what you call me, just don’t,’ she
had superficially cut, and I was like, ‘call me whatever you want, just don’t do
that again.’ And she hasn’t. So, and the girls started calling me mom. And so we
started calling their biological mothers by their first names, but there is a lot of,
you know, resentment. You know towards what a mother is and confusion on [the
middle child’s] part about her role in the family. Especially because she got a
mom and a sister and she was used to being like the eldest and she took a lot of
the mom role [to care for her little sister]…So that’s where we are and we’re
trying to make it work. And I’m finding out that, you know, taking care of a
whole house full of people is a lot. [laughs] I have stopped folding things. Things
just go into drawers. You know?
I followed this part of Allie’s interview with a question about how she feels about being called
mom, and whether or not she does feel like their mom. She said:
So, [laughs] the complication with that word is that younger girls have had a very,
very unhealthy model of what that is. A mom to them is someone who hits them.
Who yells at them. Who hurts them. And so, they hit me, they yell at me. You
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know, they get physical with me. Um, and so, we, and it really started mostly
when they started calling me mom. It’s a very, it has to do with their trauma
history. We actually have a trauma counselor now coming into the home to help
us. Kind of, you know, just to facilitate that healing, you know, in a setting where,
I mean I only know so much and I can’t do therapy on my own kids. Like, I do. I
feel like I am the most important in their world. I feel loved, most of the time.
[laughs] There are moments where I feel like I am definitely part of this family
and then there are moments I just wonder whether or not they’re ever going to
truly attach to me…It’s the trauma. Because like I feel [the oldest daughter] has
completely attached to me. She has embraced me as her mom. Like, you know,
and even the girls, when you talk about certain things, they associate me with
being their mom and I call them, ‘my girls’…And when the girls and I are
together like I do feel like I am the mother figure that they’re going to look
to…It’s an overwhelming responsibility to create good people…And I’ve always
seen it as, you know, a serious, you know like this is we are creating people and
so they’re actually has to be lessons on being a good person. And, you know,
what that means and, you know, and how you take care of the world and what a
family looks like, it’s a lot of responsibility. And it’s a wonderful responsibility,
but it’s a little scary, but I love it. Like it’s everything I didn’t know I wanted.
Allie then, like FTSMs, engages in nearly all of the provision of care, economic provision, and to
the extent possible, discipline of her stepdaughters. But, Allie’s story is also unique from the
others in my sample because she is the legal guardian to Ben’s daughters – something that seems
to place her in a parental-status role “above” that of stepmother. Her and the kids mutually claim
each other as mother and child, which is complicated by the two younger daughters’ trauma
history. But nonetheless, Allie, like others in my sample, doesn’t express concerns about the lack
of her biological connection to the kids in her interview. She thinks of herself as their mother,
and expresses that she feels like their mother. Another mother in the picture doesn’t undermine
her confidence in enacting motherhood as it does for the rest of women in my sample. In fact,
she actively resists labeling herself as a stepmother:
Allie: I’ve stopped using the stepmom term.
Me: What do you mean by that more specifically?
Allie: It’s to stop separating myself from the family.
Me: So you’re thinking of it more like if you think of yourself as a stepmother,
then it kind of puts you on the outside?
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Allie: Yes. Like, for a while I was like, ‘these are my stepkids.’ But like why do I
need to tell people that?...I have guardianship, I mean I have guardianship papers,
they’re notarized. I can take them to doctor’s appointments, you know like yes it’s
a little bit more paperwork for other people but, you know there’s nothing that I
can’t do unless Ben like revokes it. But I just by saying that I’m just a stepmother,
I’m ostracizing my own self from the family.
In a quest to distance herself from the role and label of being a stepmom, she defaults to a more
traditional conceptualization of mothering in the context of the institution of motherhood. Telling
me more about her approach to mothering the girls, Allie reveals, like every other woman in my
sample, a traditional approach to defining what the mothering role is, but she makes specific
reference to the fact that biology doesn’t matter to her experience of mothering:
The mom’s role is to help the child when they need help dressing, when they
need help with their homework, when they need help cooking and getting
things…moms give you the love and support where you put a band-aid on and,
you know, it’s really more about the caring aspect and trying to emphasize that I
love you, and we say it all the time. You are safe, you are loved, you are
protected. And, you know, I am here for you and I do have to for my job now, I
do have to stay away every six weeks. I go down to four or five hours away and
stay away a night. And I sing the girls lullabies. I mean they missed a lot of that
growing up and so sometimes I’ll sing them lullabies when I’m away. You
know, it’s just a lot of this is my job, it’s not your job… I think that I’m still
learning my role as I go. You know, and like my kids are still pretty young, but
they’re old enough to know, you know, that there’s a difference. So I think that
it’s going to be different parenting children who, I mean it will be, it’s different
when the kids are very, very young when this happens, you know? When I’m not
the only person that they remember. Hopefully I can change their mind and show
them what a mother is supposed to be like, like that the term a mother is a term,
it’s not biology and it is a loving person who takes care of you, who is an adult,
and usually female. [laughs]
The thing that seems to make the difference between stepmothers, and Jenna’s relationship with
her adopted son and Allie’s relationship with her kids, is that in both cases the women feel secure
in their feelings about mothering and, in turn, assuming the status of mother, to children they do
not have a biological connection with. This appears to be because the biological mothers have in
some way ceded the status that coincides with biological motherhood, effectively making room
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for another person, another woman, a stepmother, to fully step into the mother role, and for her
to feel secure in that.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the extent to which the respondents felt they could enact each of the facets
of motherhood they identified was patterned by their residential status and, when taken together,
these patterns illustrate the many complexities and inconsistencies in stepmothers’ experiences.
This finding helps to further explain why research has previously concluded stepmothers have
roles characterized by such ambiguity. In all, stepmothers across residential status categories
note a lack of a biological bond with a stepchild as a defining feature of their role as stepmothers.
This is compelling because it, in practice, implicitly affirms that there is a heirarchy within
motherhood. Residential status matters then in terms of day-to-day stepmother experiences, but
what does not differ are stepmothers’ understanding of how their role is different from that of a
mother, though they still use traditional “motherly” characteristics to describe their role and how
they enact it. Stepmothers also understand their role as ‘less than’ that of a mother, deferring a
higher social status position to biological mothers in the family system, whether that status is
enacted via mothering behaviors by that biological mother or not.
Provision of physical and emotional care is especially important for NRSMs selfidentification in a mother-like role in their stepfamilies. In cases where it was not possible or
appropriate for NRSMs to enact provision of physical care, they would often distance themselves
from self-identifying as a stepmother at all. Despite distancing themselves from the label of
being a stepmother, they still all expressed the importance of being available to stepchildren for
emotional support. Discipline of stepchildren among NRSMs, if enacted at all, was done so in
only rare circumstances, and for only minor behavioral offenses – a sentiment that stepmothers
across residential status shared. Also, despite wide agreement in the sample around the
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importance of paying child support and providing other monetary supports to stepchildren,
provision of economic support was enacted on a spectrum among NRSMs. At both ends of the
spectrum, provision of economic support was problematic – creating tensions between spouses
where support was not being paid by fathers and, in other cases, where the stepmother assumed
the breadwinner role in an attempt to “save face” for her partner who was not, or could not,
uphold his financial obligations to children from previous unions. In none of the cases where
stepmothers were the sole providers of economic support was it made known to ex-partners or
stepchildren that was the case.
SRSMs have the most diverse living arrangements, but still have patterned experiences in
regards to enacting motherhood. Provision of both physical and emotional care was more at the
center of most SRMSs experiences than it was for NRSMs, who expressed feeling overall more
limited in their ability to provide care because of a lack of time spent with stepchildren. All
SRSMs in the sample had dedicated spaces in their homes for stepchildren, thus share household
space with stepchildren routinely. Provision of economic support was enacted by all SRSMs in
the sample, but was problematic for them because they often cited concerns about the inequity of
both having to pay child support, but also maintain a home and other expenses associated with it,
for stepchildren to live in. Similarly to NRSMs, discipline was enacted on a limited basis and
only in response to minor offenses.
For FTSMs, not feeling secure with having a mother-status is particularly telling because
it reveals how enduring and powerful our collective understanding of mother-status being rooted
in a biological connection between mother and child is. So much so, that even when the role is
fully enacted by others who do the work of mothering, they do not, at least in the cases of
FTSMs in this sample, get to “be mom” in the minds of others and/or, perhaps more importantly,
in the stepmothers’ own minds. As mothering is enacted in everyday life then, divorcing
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motherhood from essentialism then requires deliberative surrender of a mother’s status in the
family hierarchy, something that stepmothers do not typically have in their experiences – at least
not among the women in this sample. An important consideration here is also that women who
may be in the position of having a biological mother cede her role, are likely not captured in a
study focused on stepmothers because in crossing this ‘imaginary threshold’ they would
hypothetically more likely identify themselves as mothers.
Along with the shared understanding of the lack of a biological bond being prevalent in
stepmothers’ experiences, their near universal feelings around discipline are also important.
Discipline is a part of socialization into society and is a fundamental aspect of what families as a
social institution accomplish. Stepmothers who “cannot discipline” then, in turn, cannot
complete one of the fundamental tasks that families, the most fundamental social institution in
society, are supposed to do. Stepmothers explain their inability to discipline as rooted in the lack
of a biological bond, thus the two are deeply interrelated.
When stepmothers actively construct aspects of difference and, in turn, enact deference in
their roles it serves as a way to protect themselves from feelings of hurt over circumstances that
they do not have control over in their complex family dynamics. In their role enactments,
stepmothers may be perceived as cold and distance at best, or wicked and evil at worst. When
such harsh cultural judgements are passed on the stepmother, as they have persistently been in
historical context, it is missing the big picture. The myth of the “wicked” and “evil” stepmother
attributes individual stepmothers’ responsible for their feelings as if they are completely
independent of the many complex actors and circumstances at work in the stepfamily system,
and the powerful cultural ideologies that provide a backdrop to these circumstances.
In all, this research suggests that there is a motherhood heirarchy, and that stepmothers
actively defer and differentiate their role in families according to it. Difference and deference
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does not need to mean lesser than, but in the context of the all-or-nothing narrative we have as a
culture around mothers and their children, without a lot of subsequent cultural work, it will
continue to be perceived as such.
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EMBEDDED GENDERED EMOTION WORK IN CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES FOR STEPMOTHERS

ABSTRACT
Stepmothers face complex emotional challenges navigating the institutions of motherhood,
gender, and stepfamily life and may draw on a variety of resources, including religion, to support
them in their role. However, little research examines the intersection of religion and stepfamily
life. To address this gap, this article draws on data collected from participant observation at
Christian ministry seminars for stepmothers and thematic content analysis of related ministry
resources. I argue that the ministries construct a foundation for stepmother attendees to build a
unique therapeutic community and, simultaneously, the seminar leaders construct and share a
therapeutic tool-kit, comprised of both secular and religious resources, for stepmothers to use as
they navigate the ambiguous work of stepmothering. Embedded in this tool-kit is a typology of
private, gendered emotion work stepmothers are encouraged to do – self-work, (re)marriage
work, and (step)family work. Previous research shows that gendered emotion work plays a key
role in the reproduction of gender inequalities in society; how this applies to stepmothers has not
been explored in the literature. The seminars, then, serve as a useful case study for illuminating
how emotion work is encouraged of women in various social institutions and is suggestive of
how gender discrepancies in emotion work performance extends into the realm of (step)family
life.
INTRODUCTION
While family scholars have long noted significant trends in (re)marriage and divorce
(Cherlin 1978, 2009; Coontz 2005), we know less about the role religion plays in lived
experiences of remarriage and stepfamily formation, and furthermore how these processes may
be gendered. All stepfamily members are subject to the ambiguities of ‘incompletely
institutionalized’ kinship terms, social roles, traditions, and patterns (Cherlin 1978). However,
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stepmothers, who are relatively underexamined in stepfamily research (Pylyser, Buysse and
Loeys 2018), confront additional, historically persistent cultural stereotypes of the “wicked” or
“evil” stepmother (Claxton-Oldfield 2000). In stark contrast to the “evil stepmother” are
gendered cultural expectations about motherhood and childrearing, which imply that stepmothers
should instantaneously love, nurture, and care for their stepchildren (Dainton 1993). Neither
extreme accurately describes stepmothers’ real experiences in everyday life, and therefore,
stepmothers have little shared understanding of what is actually expected of them in their role
(Ganong and Coleman 2017). In turn, stepmothers may face a multitude of private, emotion
work challenges as they manage their identities in relation to dominant cultural ideologies about
gender and (step)motherhood.
Due to a lack of adequate anticipatory socialization for the day-to-day realities of
stepfamily life, some women may seek out assistance with the experience of being stepmother
and how to best perform their role. Previous research demonstrates that support resources
available to stepmothers can include online support groups (Craig and Johnson 2011; Christian
2005), talk-therapy (Hart 2009), and self-help books about remarriage and stepfamilies (Coleman
and Nickleberry 2009). However, not addressed in the literature are religious or ministry
resources as supports for stepmothers. Being attentive to this gap and larger questions in the
literatures on family, gender, and religion, such as the “essential links and authority born and
wielded from the merging of religions and therapeutic worlds” (Jenkins 2014:191) and the
“marginalized status of gender within the sociology of religion” (Avishai, Jafar and Rinaldo
2015:5), I ask: What are Christian ministries for stepmothers communicating to women about the
stepmother role? How do these messages reinforce or retreat from enduring dominant cultural
ideologies about gender, (step)motherhood, and (step)family? And what might be the
implications of this?
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To start a scholarly conversation around the voids in our understanding of the intersection
of women’s religious and stepfamily lives, I draw from data collected during the course of a
three-year study of stepmothers’ experiences in the family. I present findings from my time spent
as a participant observer at weekend-long stepmother support seminars hosted by nondenomination Christian ministry groups. I also include data from thematic content analysis of
literature associated with the ministries. I argue that non-denominational Christian ministry
resources for stepmothers are a therapeutic community that can be useful for stepmothers
looking for support in the circumstances of their complex stepfamily lives. In doing so, the
ministries marry religious sentiments with secular individuality-oriented therapeutic culture to
construct a therapeutic tool-kit that marry religious and secular resources. The tool-kit
encourages stepmothers to engage in three interrelated facets of gendered emotion work – selfwork, (re)marriage work, and (step)family work. While ministries for stepmothers have
progressively emerged as a therapeutic community to meet the needs of women religious
practitioners, they also, like many social institutions, simultaneously reinforce traditional
ideologies about gender and family where women disproportionately perform private emotion
work. I focus on how gender discrepancies in emotion work are constructed in this context
because it has been suggested that “gender asymmetry in relation to intimacy and emotion work
may be the last and most obstinate manifestation of and frontier of gender inequality”
(Duncombe and Marsden 1995:150). Therefore, the ministry seminars serve as a useful case
study for examining how emotion work is constructed, a point of central concern for scholars
theorizing about how gender inequalities persist in society.
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Women On The Marriage-Go-Round
Stepmothers’ experiences occur within the context of larger trends in divorce and
(re)marriage in American family life. Post war suburbanization/affluence, expanded education,
and social movements of the 1960s and 1970s resulted in sweeping changes across American
institutions, especially at the intersection of gender and family (see e.g., Cherlin 1978, Gerson
2010). Americans today are more likely than adults in other developed nations to take frequent
rides on the “marriage-go-round,” meaning that American adults cohabit, marry, breakup, and
divorce more, and also repartner or remarry faster than do their counterparts in other countries
(Cherlin 2009). Each year about 40 percent of new marriages are remarriages for one or both
partners; and men are more inclined than women to prefer remarriage and to remarry (PEW
2014).
When accounting for religion, trends in gender and remarriage are more complex. A
small literature of two quantitative studies both use the National Survey of Family Growth
(NSFG) to explore the causal relationship between religion and remarriage. Together the studies
conclude that compared to Catholics and the religiously unaffiliated, conservative and mainline
Protestant women are most likely to remarry, and do so at a more accelerated pace than others,
suggesting that remarriage is an especially important aspect of identity for some Protestant
women (Brown and Porter 2013; Xu and Bartkowski 2017). Missing from the literature, is a
qualitative perspective of the meanings and processes associated with remarriage among
religious women and, if they remarry into relationships with children from previous romantic
unions, their stepfamily lives.
Studies of outcomes associated with remarriage among women present conflicting
evidence. Remarriage is associated with positive outcomes for maternal health and well-being
(Hetherington 2003) and increased economic security (Ozawa and Yoon 2002). This matters for
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the study at hand because when women remarry into stepfamilies and become stepmothers they
report less positive experiences. Compared to other parents in the stepfamily, stepmothers report
more stress and depression (Neilson 1999; Shapiro and Stewart 2011). They are most vulnerable
to feeling hurt, angry, withdrawing from the family, and harboring resentment toward other
stepfamily members (Henry and McCue 2009). Stepmothers report that they lack confidence and
security in their familial role, feel like household finances and parenting issues are out of their
control, and feel defeated in their efforts to be a good stepmother (Doodson and Morley 2006).
They also experience low marital happiness; some wish they never married and contemplate
divorce (Knox and Zusman 2001). Previous research does not adequately address the underlying
mechanisms for why stepmothers experience such outcomes or how religion may play a role in
their experiences or outcomes associated with remarriage.

The Role of Step-Ministries In Secular-Individualized Culture
In addition to changes in Americans’ family lives, trends in religiosity, individualism,
and community participation also provide important context for this study. A body of literature
documents a decline in community and civic participation (Putnam 2000) and an overall rise in
expressive individualism and private therapeutic culture in contemporary American culture
(Bellah et al. 1985). At the same time, despite a settled secular society, Americans have
relatively sustained rates of religiosity – almost 90 percent of American adults say they believe
in God and about half attend religious services at least monthly (PEW 2015). Religion then is
still an important site for social support, connection, and plays an important role in therapeutic
culture and health. This is particularly interesting in the context of changes in the institution of
divorce and (re)marriage, and wherein contemporary marriages are ideologically individualistic
in that they emphasize the importance of self-development, personal fulfillment, flexible roles,
and open communication between partners (Amato et al. 2007; Coontz 2005). But, at the same
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time, a body of research continues to document the ways women are disadvantaged in
heterosexual marriages and relationships – performing a disproportionate share of housework
and childcare (Bianchi et al 2000) and realizing a wage penalty for motherhood (Glauber 2007),
for example. Further, a recent study by Doan and Quadlin (2019), finds that gender is the most
influential factor in predicting Americans’ normative beliefs about housework and childcare.
Despite trends in individuality (in marriage and otherwise) and the commonality of a privatized
experience of religion, organized religion fosters a much needed sense of community and social
solidarity for some through ritual and tradition (Durkheim 1912). Rituals in particular affirm
social ties. Research shows that individuals turn to religious communities in times of need,
uncertainty, and familial change or hardship (Ammerman 2005; Jenkins 2014).
Further, communities and reference groups play an important role in affirming individual
experiences. Although divorce, re-partnering, and remarriage are prominent and routine features
of contemporary American family life (Cherlin 2009), divorce can present moral contention for
religious practitioners because it can be contrary to their belief systems. Divorcees have
described divorce as an isolating experience that carries over into congregational experiences
(Jenkins 2010). Family disruption ministries have been slow to catch on (Konieczny 2016), but
some divorce support (e.g., DivorceCareÔ) and stepfamily ministries (e.g., FamilyLife
BlendedÔ) have evolved in the Christian tradition to meet the needs of religious divorcees and
stepcouples. Empirically, we know little about such programs and their significance.
Step-ministries can be identity affirming in so far as helping to normalize the
complexities of stepfamily life by acknowledging how “stepfamilies are different from first
families.” Stepfamily ministries, as I will argue about ministries for stepmothers in particular
later in this article, appear to be simultaneously progressive and preservationist; emergent to
embrace the “realities” of contemporary American family life, but at the same time, also work to
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uphold the value of marriage and focus the scope of their outreach primarily to couples who
remarry. Further, using a small ministry for stepmothers as a case study also illuminates how
traditional gender ideologies, especially in regards to emotions, are preserved by religious
organizations. The most prominent stepfamily ministry, Smart StepfamiliesÔ (2016), describes
itself as a non-denominational Christian ministry. Often, they partner with another prominent
organization, FamilyLifeÔ, and together their collaborative efforts form another ministry called
FamilyLife BlendedÔ. Smart StepfamiliesÔ, sometimes in collaboration with FamilyLifeÔ,
curate and distribute numerous resources and host events related to stepfamily life in primarily
conservative Protestant church communities; though aspects of their outreach efforts suggest
they also conduct ministry work in African American Protestant and non-denominational
Protestant church communities (Alwin et al. 2006). In line with a long history of
commercialization and religion (McDannell 1995), they have published books series,
devotionals, blogs, a podcast, and host retreats, couples cruises, and conferences across the
country in a range of places (some of which can be registered for and attended via live
streaming), including Baptist churches, Evangelical mega-churches, non-denominational houses
of worship, at religious universities like Pepperdine, and at the WinShape marriage retreat
(owned by the Chick-Fil-A organization). Smart StepfamiliesÔ describes stepfamily ministry as
“a redemptive ministry.” They assert that, “A healthy stepfamily: prevents re-divorce, supports
healthy child development, and prevents divorce in the next generation by providing a new
model of life-long Biblical marriage to children.” The heart of the philosophy is that, “strong
stepfamilies can break the generational cycle of divorce.” Among conservative Protestants,
marriage is the foundation for family life (Powell et al. 2010) therefore it makes sense that such
religious groups would invest ministry resources into strengthening remarriages to in turn help
“stabilize” stepfamilies. This agenda can be viewed as helping to off-set the “crisis of family
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values” some Conservatives observe as a reality in contemporary American life (Bellah et al.
1985).

Identity, (Step)Motherhood Ideology & Emotion Work
Finally, the literatures on how culture matters for identity construction, motherhood
ideology, and the performance of gendered emotion work theoretically contextualize
stepmothers’ experiences and, therefore, are also relevant to the study at hand. Most broadly,
contemplating matters of the self is a modern preoccupation and is an essential task in the wake
of pivotal life experiences - such as experiencing divorce or a remarriage (Giddens 1991; Jenkins
2014). As a type of voluntary kin, stepfamily members discursively construct and legitimate their
relationships (Braithwaite et al. 2010). Meaning that stepfamily life, and individual identities
within the stepfamily unit, are part of a complex socially constructed process (Berger and
Luckman 1966). For instance, both men and women are socialized throughout the life course into
gendered parental roles, but they do not anticipate becoming stepparents (Coleman, Trolio and
Jamison 2008). So when stepparents find themselves in the role, they subsequently have identity
work to do.
To do this identity work, individuals create “strategies of action,” which they derive from
their different “cultural tool-kits” for navigating social life (Swidler 1986). For stepmothers, a
cultural took-kit can include a number of resources – most relevant to this study are those related
to (step)motherhood ideologies. First, the institution of motherhood reaches into the lives of all
women in such a way that motherhood is framed as a compulsory experience for women
(Braverman 1989). Theoretically, this leaves little room for women to distance themselves from
mothering-roles in socially acceptable ways. Reinforcing of this, are dominant ideologies about
motherhood whereby women are traditionally caretakers of children and the home – a labor
intensive, time consuming, expert guided, and emotionally absorbing task (Hays 1996). When
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entering a stepfamily then, stepmothers “inhabit the space already occupied by the biological
mother” and “may judge themselves according to the culturally dominant view that mothers
should play the major role in [childrearing]” (Cherlin and Furstenberg 1994:371). In
stepfamilies, “mothers generally perceive themselves to be the leaders of the co-parental team
and they make decisions about whether (and how) to include stepparents in co-parenting”
(Ganong et al. 2015:228). In turn, stepmothers form relationships with their stepchildren as
“second tier mothers” (Hart 2009); they do not get to be mom (Coleman et al. 2008).
Stepmothers additionally confront persistent, stigmatizing cultural stereotypes of being
‘wicked’ or ‘evil’ (Miller, Cartwright and Gibson 2018). Stigmatizing labels are discrediting to
individuals’ social authority (Goffman 1963). To manage stigma, stepmothers report they engage
in some combination of seeking support, find ways to not buy into stigmatizing labels and
demonstrate they are not wicked or evil, use humor, and sometimes opt to conceal their identity
as a stepmother by not claiming stepchildren as family or by not calling themselves stepmothers
(Miller et al. 2018). In the process of learning how to be a stepmother then, women must learn
how to manage their emotions according to “feeling rules” (Hochschild 1978), but how to do so
is not clearly conveyed in advance of finding oneself in the stepmother role.
Stepmothers may also draw on religious sentiments in their tool-kits as they construct
their familial identities. Christian ministries for stepmothers are interesting units of analysis
because religion and family are deeply interconnected social institutions, and religious doctrines
traditionally have much to say about gender roles and families (see e.g., Gallagher and Smith
1999). As such, religious sentiments can constitute an important aspect of identity for both the
religious and non-religious, but in complex ways as research shows that individuals both use
religious doctrine to validate and frame their identities, but also use features of their identities
that may be marginalized by sacred texts to redefine and reframe the doctrine (Dillon 1999,
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Gallagher 2004; Gallagher and Smith 1999). How this plays out in Christian ministries for
stepmothers is unknown.
Finally, emotion work constitutes, “activities that are concerned with the enhancement of
others’ emotional well-being with the provision of emotional support” (Erickson 2005:338).
Emotion work is distinct from the concept of emotional labor, which refers to managing feelings
in a workplace, effectively treating emotions as a commodity that workers exchange for wages
within a capitalist mode of production (Hochschild 1978; Jeung, Kim and Chang 2018).
Emotional labor has occupied more attention in the literature than has the concept of emotion
work as private self-work (Jenkins 2010, 2014) or the performance of emotion work in families.
As Hochschild’s work would lead us to expect, gender is a significant predictor of emotion work
performance (Erickson 2005) and, when compared to men, women are disproportionately
burdened by emotion work. Women do more emotion work than men in both the private and
public spheres of social life – “especially emotion work that affirms, enhances, and celebrates the
well-being and status of others” (Hochschild 2002:165).
Further, research on both emotional labor and emotion work reveal problematic outcomes
for women. In the workplace, high emotional labor performance, which disproportionately
occurs in jobs that are female-dominated, is associated with burnout, increased stress, and
decreased job satisfaction (Jeung et al. 2018; Pugliesi 1999). In heterosexual marriages, gendered
emotion work performance is associated with marital (dis)satisfaction. Husbands and wives who
perceive their partner doing emotion work report higher marital satisfaction, though in gendered
ways (Minnotte, Pedersen and Mannon 2010). Among women, marital satisfaction coincides
with their own emotion work performance, suggesting that when women feel they are living up
to their gendered role expectations they, in turn, are more satisfied in their relationships. Among
men, performance of emotion work only increases marital satisfaction to a point, and begins to
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decrease when men perceive their own emotion work to approach or exceed the amount of
emotion work their wives are doing – reinforcing the idea that emotion work is supposed to be
disproportionately performed by women.
Stepmothers then, confront multilayered, gendered emotion work challenges while
forming familial identities. As one scholar writes, the transition to stepmotherhood, “requires
that the stepmother undergo major psychological change in order to successfully address the
multiple psychological tasks” associated with (re)marriage and children from a partner’s
previous marriage(s) (Hart 2009:129). To accomplish these essential psychological tasks
stepmothers may perform extensive emotion work in everyday life – a process legitimated by
social institutions, including religious support resources they may draw on for support. To make
sense of these messages and accomplish these “essential psychological tasks,” I argue that
stepmothers are encouraged by the support resources they may seek out, in this case Christian
ministries, to perform extensive emotion work in everyday life. Emotion work as related to
stepmothers is important because it has been suggested that “gender asymmetry in relation to
intimacy and emotion work may be the last and most obstinate manifestation of and frontier of
gender inequality” (Duncombe and Marsden 1995:150). Because it is done privately, emotion
work is difficult to measure and observe, however, a case study of how organizations package
emotion work for women provides some insight into how gendered emotion work is constructed
and legitimated.
DATA & METHODS
Data for this article were collected between September 2015 and June 2018 from
participant observations at weekend-long non-denominational Christian ministry seminars aimed
at offering support to stepmothers. I refer to the events as “The Stepmom Seminars,” or “The
Seminars” for short. I attended The Seminars annually for three consecutive years, for a total of
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57 hours of participant field observation. All of The Seminars I attended were held at a nonreligiously affiliated healthy living conference center, located in a major city in a Southern U.S.
state. On site, there was a hotel and conference center with a small ballroom and breakout
meeting rooms. The conference center also had a host of other amenities including a full hot
breakfast each morning, an outdoor lap pool, walking paths around manicured grounds and a
pond, a day spa, and an extensive fitness center. During my field work, I also participated fully
in the program – for example, I attended sessions, socialized with other stepmother attendees
when they approached me, and occasionally asked questions during Q&A times. In some years,
various time slots in The Seminars had some thematic breakout session options where
participants were able to choose to listen to a speaker address one or another topic related to a
specific feature of their stepmom experience. In split session situations, I chose to attend sessions
I felt would add to my overall understanding of stepmothers’ familial experiences in the context
of the larger study about women’s experiences in stepfamilies that these data are a part of. In an
attempt to observe as many thematic breakout sessions as possible, when some topical session
choices were repeated from year-to-year I would choose to attend a session that I had not sat in
on during a prior year.
My data collection and analysis procedures are consistent with those used in qualitative
sociological research (Berg 2007; Corbin and Strauss 2008). I made field note jottings during
seminar sessions recording my observations of the space, patterns in non-verbal body language
and random interactions, reminders of the topics of my own conversations with others, and the
main points of speakers’ presentations. Later, I typed up my jottings into formal field notes (51
single-spaced pages) for coding and analysis. I coded handouts and other primary source
documents distributed at the events (30 handouts total). Integrated into my fieldnotes are
reflexivity memos, which I used to critically think about how my own status and experiences as a
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stepmother informed my interactions, thinking, observation, and thought processes in the field
(Day 2012). For example, my awareness of the importance of attending as many break-out
sessions as possible during my time in the field came out of a reflexivity memo wherein I
realized during the first year of attending The Seminars I tended to choose sessions that aligned
most closely with my own experiences as a stepmother. As a secondary data source, which I used
primarily to help build triangulation in my dataset, I conducted thematic content analysis of a
purposive sample of publicly available Christian self-help resources for stepmothers. These
included various websites, books, podcasts, social media feeds, and blogs, most of which were
mentioned or recommended during The Seminars as “helpful resources” by facilitators, speakers,
and/or attendees. Though I did place a request to Seminars leaders to allow me to recruit
stepmother attendees for formal in-depth interviews, they did not grant me permission to do so.
Thus, my in-the-field interactions with other attendees are the only form of interview-like data I
have for this project. In accordance with my IRB approval for this study, every effort to preserve
participants’ confidentiality from the field sites has been exercised; this is especially important as
this niche community is relatively small.
For analysis, I used a grounded theory analytical approach (Charmaz 2001; Corbin and
Strauss 2008) to identify emergent themes in my data. I completed a round of line-by-line initial
coding, and then additional rounds of more focused coding to hone the full dimensionality of the
main theoretical concepts presented in this work. Major codes (and sub-thematic codes)
included: therapeutic tool-kit (secular tool, religious tool), self-work (self-care, emotion
management, develop relationship with God), (re)marriage work (accept remarriage as different,
do divorce work, prioritize the remarriage), and (step)family work (understand stepkids’
perspectives, understand family history, accept stepfamilies as different, accept (step)parentchild love is different, empathy for husband, empathy for ex-wife, manage ex-wife relationship,
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accept stepfamily life as process, stay the course, offer forgiveness). I used memos throughout
the analysis process. I ultimately refined a theoretical diagram (see Figure 1) to map out how
these major codes are interrelated in these data to show how a therapeutic tool-kit, that
encourages women to perform three distinct types of gendered emotion work, is constructed by
these ministries by marrying secular and religious frameworks – a combination that reflects
larger trends in society regarding progressivity and simultaneous preservation of tradition, as
discussed in the literature review above.
FIGURE 1. CONSTRUCTION OF A SECULAR-RELIGIOUS THERAPUETIC TOOLKIT FOR STEPMOTHERS

A high degree of theoretical saturation was present across the data sources. To check for
intercoder reliability, I provided two independent coders with a random sample of fieldnote and
self-help resource excerpts, working definitions of the main theoretical concepts for my
argument – self-work, (re)marriage work, and (step)family work – along with a list of subthematic codes that comprised each of the main concepts. After coding checks, my independent
coders and I had 89.8 percent and 93.2 percent agreement, respectively. To reconcile coding
disagreements, I discussed coding discrepancies with each coder and refined my conceptual
definitions and collapsed some sub-thematic codes accordingly.
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Field Site. The Stepmom Seminars are a weekend long Christian ministry event hosted
annually in a Southern U.S. state by a small stepmother ministry organization. The Seminars are
attended by women from across the country, but a large proportion seem to live within 2-3 hours
of the host city. Attendees pay about $200 to register for the event, plus incur costs associated
with travel and/or lodging. On-site lodging, with the special seminar group rate, was about $130
per night. During the three consecutive years I attended about 70-100 other women were also
there. In talking with women at the events, I learned that some traveled there individually, while
others attended with small groups of women connected through local congregations. Women told
me about having a variety of child visitation, custody, and child support arrangements in their
stepfamilies, most were married to their partners, some also had biological children of their own,
some had stepgrandchildren, some were newer to stepmotherhood than others. In all, a good
range of possible stepmother experiences were represented among attendees.
Attendees were overwhelmingly White, though some were African American.
Socioeconomic status was difficult to infer, but given that the event has a cost of close to $200
associated with it, plus the costs of travel and lodging, women who were paying their own way
(meaning not being funded by a Church), would have to have some monetary resources available
for this caliber of “self-care,” which is how the ministry markets the event to attendees. Women I
spoke with, when age came up in our conversations, shared being in their mid-30s to early 60s.
When asked to identify themselves by a show of hands in a session, about a third identified
themselves as repeat attendees. The program accommodates new and repeat attendees, with some
separate breakout sessions for each group (discussed above).
The Seminars are a unique site for stepmothers to physically gather and process their
ambiguous familial role. Marginalized from other mothering and parenting spaces, as a result of
the stigma associated with their social status, stepmothers have few places to gather and seek
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face-to-face social support from their peers and my research yielded few examples of physical
spaces where stepmothers come together. Limited social spaces for stepmothers exist in stark
contrast to the array of groups at local, state, and national levels extended to mothers as physical
sites for social support as they navigate the work of mothering. Family disruption ministries in
local congregations are scarce, so The Stepmom Seminars and similar ministry programs,
promoted at the national level, fill a niche for the target population. Stepmothers also appear to
be the focus of more face-to-face Christian ministry than are stepfathers. Further, research on
gender and church involvement reveals that women tend to be more active than men in their
conservative Protestant congregations (Pevey, Williams and Ellison 1996), therefore, having
more gender-specific ministries available to women is not all that surprising. Those in the field
share this sentiment, citing the focus of gender-specific ministry work as a result of ‘essential
differences’ between men and women. For example, during my time at The Seminars one guest
speaker said, “women have an emotional connection and dudes aren’t real good at that.” He
expressed that seminars, “are not suited to stepdads, I don’t think there’s anything out there for
stepdads.” All in all, gendered experiences of stepparenting, and gender-specific spaces to
process stepparenting, are salient.
FINDINGS
Therapeutic Community & A Secular-Religious Therapeutic Tool-Kit
The Seminars occur in a small conference center ballroom. Spaced around the room are
about a dozen white table cloth covered round tables that seat about ten people each. The tables
are adorned with center pieces, votive candles, water glasses, candies, and other “swag” for
attendees, such as small tubes of hand cream, a notebook, religious motivational literature, pens,
and a token representing the organization’s logo. Around the perimeter are tables with items for
sale including t-shirts and books that are part of a larger blended family ministry. Also displayed
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are secular resources – advertisements for Stepmom Magazine and copies of Split, a documentary
about children’s perspectives of their parents’ divorce(s). Vendors included a Christian themed
home décor company and a catalogue makeup company representative. Up near the front of the
room sat a table full of raffle prizes that would be given out to attendees over the course of the
weekend. Upbeat pop and Christian music plays in the background. The room always felt
welcoming. The roughly 70-100 attendees present were friendly towards one another and
approached each other to introduce themselves and talk freely about their stepfamily lives.
Similarly, if you found yourself sitting alone at one of the ballroom tables, it would not be more
than a few minutes before another attendee would come and join you and begin a conversation.
One stepmother I formed a relationship with over the course of the three years I attended
The Seminars is named Sarah. My first time at The Seminars, meeting Sarah, and subsequently
what I learned about her and her experiences as a stepmother, are illustrative of why women find
The Seminars so valuable:
I chose a seat at a table in the center of the room, near the back, closest to the
entry/exit doors – a place with a good view of the overall room. There were
already a few women sitting at the table. I introduced myself to one outgoing
stepmom named Sarah. Sarah and I are both White and in our early 30s, some of
the younger stepmothers in the room – which more often than not, also meant
they were also in marriages or relationships with some age difference from their
partner. Second to her welcoming spirit, the next thing that struck me about Sarah
was her put together appearance. Her light brown hair was neatly pulled up into a
perfect bun. She wore a colorful party dress with flats. Her make-up was done.
She was well accessorized. From her chatting with others in the room I could tell
she was networked in with some of the other attendees. Her ease of talking with
them indicated that she knew them – and the ministry leaders – on some level
already. I quickly learned that she has attended these events before. She loves
them and speaks very highly especially of one of the founders/seminar organizers.
She told me, “I’ve emailed her privately about some issues I’ve had in my family.
She is a role-model to me. I have found her books more helpful than any other
resources. Wait until you hear her speak!” Given Sarah’s enthusiastic take, I was
genuinely looking forward to the upcoming opening session talk. She asked if I
had read [the speaker’s] work, I hadn’t at that point, but ordered them from
Amazon on my phone before the session was over so they would be waiting for
me back home in New England. In talking, I told her I was a stepmother, doing
research about stepmothers’s experiences, and the reason I was here was because
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I found a real lack of resources for stepmothers in the larger culture. She agreed
and asked if I had ever read Stepmonster, a popular press book by Dr. Wednesday
Martin. I had, so did she, and she found it, “ok, but not that helpful.” I got the
sense that this ministry event was where Sarah could find support and make sense
of her experiences in the context of her religious sentiments, while in the
company of women like her. This was her place. Over the course of the weekend,
and the years that followed, I learned a great about Sarah’s life. Sarah is a
conservative Christian and professional classical music player. She is a stepmom
of two young children – one girl and a younger boy. She and her spouse struggle
with custody and co-parenting issues with the children’s mom. In her words,
“mom has mental health issues” and “is at the heart of a toxic stepfamily
dynamic.” She came to this retreat previously to find help and support, among
women who share a similar religious approach and understanding of family. In a
later conversation with Sarah, I learned she has been struggling with infertility for
several years. On top of her concerns about bringing an “ours baby” into what she
sees as her already complicated stepfamily, she finds The Seminars to be a place
she can find support for reconciling the use of infertility treatments to conceive
and her religious sentiments about conception. In later years, Sarah became a
panelist for some thematic breakout sessions. And in the final year I was in the
field, Sarah happily greeted me with a big hug, and a very pregnant belly. Her
repeat attendance, and increased involvement, indicates to me that she has found
the support she needs here, and finds it uniquely valuable.
Marrying Secular and Religious. The ministries marry secular and religious authority to
construct a therapeutic tool-kit for stepmothers that provides a framework for helping them
construct and manage their identities. For example, both religious and secular resources are
endorsed at The Seminars as part of the tool-kit of resources stepmothers can take with them
from the seminars into their everyday family lives. Prayer is performed routinely to open and
close sessions; and attendees are encouraged to pray often (discussed more in self-work section
below). But also, a stepfamily estate planning lawyer was a recurring guest speaker, sharing how
estate-planning is both complicated and essential for stepfamilies. Some breakout sessions
included discussion about the exclusion of “Parental Alienation Syndrome” in the DSM-IV – a
toxic co-parenting dynamic that some stepmothers negotiate with their own ex-spouse and/or the
ex-spouse of their new partner; Mayo Clinic research about the effects of stress on the body –
because stepfamily life comes with many stressors, felt strongly by women as “keepers of the
home and family;” and explanation of how the U.S. Census Bureau counts families and
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households. Explaining to attendees that some of the reasons “we do not historically have a good
count of the number of stepfamilies in the U.S. [are] because the Census does not collect
extensive data on stepfamilies and remarriage in households and [because] marriage license
applications no longer require you to list the number of previous marriages you’ve had before.”
Ministry leaders simultaneously encourage stepmothers to develop a relationship with God,
“plug into a church,” and use religious texts such as the Bible or devotionals for stepmothers as
sources of support and inspiration, but they also draw on and endorse the utilization and work of
therapists, attorneys, case workers, and other sources of secular “professional help” to navigate
the complexities of stepfamily life. For example, a handout about building marital intimacy
specifies, “Spend time alone with God and ask Him to reveal what walls you have created that
put space between you and your husband. Work on breaking down those walls in Christ’s
strength…seek professional help if you are in an abusive marriage.” God and religion can
provide therapeutic support but, the overall sentiment is also that “in really serious seasons, you
need professional help.” This blending of secular and religious ideas mirrors larger trends in
American culture around religion, marriage, and family and demonstrates the progressivity of
these spaces for addressing the array of needs women may have in the context of complex
stepfamily life.
Therapeutic Community. In opening sessions facilitators immediately validated the
reasons women may attend such an event, speaking to the affirming value of group membership
and the weight of cultural stereotypes stepmothers may feel. One facilitator said, “[you are here]
not because you want your marriage to end, but because you want your pain to end.” Another
said, “we know you aren’t wicked…it’s a hard, hard journey and [you are here because] you
want to be in a community where others recognize how hard it is.” Attendees appear to share the
facilitators’ sentiments about the value of The Seminars. One four-time attendee shared why she
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has returned multiple times, “I learn a lot. Every year we are in a different phase and I learn
something new.” Another four-time attendee said, “I strongly believe I am still married because
of [these seminars].” When first timers were asked to share why they came one said, “I need
some coping mechanisms,” and another because she has been “looking for a community.”
As a therapeutic community, The Seminars create space for emotionally cathartic
experiences. One example is consistently observed at the conclusion of the weekend’s program
during a time of communal prayer. Each year, a scene much like the following excerpt from my
fieldnotes ensues:
Slow music with Christian themed lyrics plays in the background and attendees
are encouraged to take time to pray alone, journal, or, if desired, approach the
front of the room to pray with a facilitator about something she needs to “ask
forgiveness for or let go of.” For about 15 minutes, the emotional weight in the
room is very heavy. Tissues are passed. Hugs exchanged. Moments of connection
that, unless praying with one of the facilitators, are done without words between
women. A therapeutic space for healing and support is created. One that attendees
later expressed “would never happen anywhere else” in the course of their daily
lives. The session provided women a few minutes of what seemed like much
needed emotional space to cathartically release whatever burdens they have been
carrying related to their stepmother experience.
The emotions that are elicited in this therapeutic space with the presence of music, prayer,
journaling, and/or reflection exercises are much like the sacred, private and individual emotionwork associated with doing religious “divorce-work” (Jenkins 2010). Further, participation in a
therapeutic community serves as a useful coping mechanism for stepmothers struggling in some
way with their familial experiences. However, the cathartic release that occurs in these moments
is part of the emotion work encouraged of stepmothers in this context. Below, I discuss how
developing a relationship with God is a central aspect of self-work that, on the surface, appears
to be work done by the individual, for the individual’s benefit, but in this context self-work is
also emotion work done on the part of stepmothers to affirm and enhance the experiences of
other stepfamily members.
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An Emotion Work Typology For Stepmothers
The therapeutic tool-kit constructed by ministry leaders, seminar facilitators, and in other
help resources in this tradition simultaneously engages stepmothers in three interrelated facets of
gendered emotion work – self-work, (re)marriage work, and family work. Below, I present
selected examples, integrated into the analysis, that are illustrative of the emotion work typology
and the implications of each type in terms of gender role progressivity and preservation. Table 1
summarizes my emotion work typology and the codes that constitute the features of what
ministry messaging and literature suggests to stepmothers for accomplishing each.

TABLE 1. TYPOLOGY OF GENDERED EMOTION WORK
DEFINITIONS

HOW ACCOMPLISHED (codes)

Self-Work

Self-work is the intentional, private emotion work
individuals do in order to improve their own
emotional, physical, and mental well-being. It is done
with an understanding that self-work lays the
foundation for more positive, content, and happier
experiences in other areas of life. Self-work stems
from conditions of modernity whereby individuals are
continually invested in contemplating matters of the
self and their identities, an especially important task in
the wake of pivotal life experiences - such as
experiencing divorce or (re)marriage (Giddens 1991). I
argue, that for stepmothers, engaging in self-work is a
foundation to also accomplish (re)marriage work and
(step)family work.

engage in self-care
develop emotion management
develop a personal relationship with
God

(Re)Marriage
Work

Marriage work has been described as the intentional
work individuals and couples do to strengthen the
marital relationship (Celello 2009; Hackstaff 1999 ). I
argue that (re)marriage work is a form of private
emotion that extends into remarriage and, as such,
marriage work manifests itself differently in higher
order marriages than it does in a first-marriage.

accept that remarriages are different
from first marriages
do divorce work (for all - self, spouse,
children)
actively strengthen and prioritize the
remarriage
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(Step)Family
Work

Family work has been operationalized by previous
researchers as the composite of housework, childcare,
and emotion work (e.g., Pedersen et al. 2011).
Elsewhere, family work has been conceptualized as
part of the process of “doing family” (Nelson 2006;
Sarksian 2006), an extension of the concept of “doing
gender” (West and Zimmerman 1987), whereby family
members, especially members of “non-normative
families,” socially construct their familial boundaries,
roles, and relationships through everyday interactions
(Pylyser et al. 2018). My analysis of family work
blends previous conceptualizations, I argue that, in
these data, family work entails private, gendered,
emotion work accomplished by women in families. As
with (re)marriage work, family work manifests itself
differently in stepfamilies than in first families.

develop understanding from (step)kids’
perspectives
develop understanding of
(step)family’s history
accept that stepfamily life is different
(step)parent-child love is different
empathy for husband
empathy for ex-wife in law
emotionally manage a relationship with
ex-wife in law
accept that stepfamily life is a
process/stay the course
offer forgiveness

Self-Work
Using these data, I define self-work as the intentional, private emotion work individuals
do in order to improve their own emotional, physical, and mental well-being. Ultimately, the
importance of self-work – a combination of self-care and emotion management, both of which
can be facilitated through developing a personal relationship with God, is explained in the
context of it being the thing that lays the foundation for more positive, content, and happier
experiences in other areas of stepfamily life. Encouraging stepmothers to focus on themselves is
beneficial for stepmothers, as it encourages them to create personal space and reclaim feelings of
power in a potentially chaotic family system. Explicitly, self-work is done by a stepmother, for
her own personal benefit, however the ministries also construct the stepmothers’ self-work in
ways that implicitly affirms and enhances the experiences of others in the stepfamily system,
and, in turn, reinforces norms around gendered emotion work performance.
These dynamics are illustrated in the following examples. In an opening session one
facilitator explains why self-work is important: “we [stepmoms] have a big role to play and yes
it’s confusing and difficult, but if we can get ourselves healthy and right we can pour into the
success of our marriages so that the children can see what it is like to have a healthy, successful
marriage and that passes on.” Similarly, in one breakout session having a “loneliness escape
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plan” is the topic of focus. In this session, self-care is described as a number of things including
efforts to “maintain your own identity” including “pour[ing] into your relationships with your
friends” because “spending time with friends can help you escape from things going on at
home.” One facilitator shared her personal approach to self-care and her positive experiences
with making “a portable sanctuary,” a small pouch with pictures, objects, etc. “that reminds me
of the good in my life and helps me get through tough moments and break the negative thinking
pattern.” Self-care is something that some attendees seem to already practice as a way of
reclaiming power in their families. For instance, one attendee told me that she starts each day by
waking up before the rest of her family, making a cup of coffee, and journaling. This self-care
practice, in her words, is “a positive way to start my day.”
Self-care in this context is, however, also intertwined with learning emotion management
– working on one’s ability to manage or regulate one’s feelings in the midst of, using language
that appears repeatedly in ministry literature, “complicated situations” and “difficult emotions”
that can coincide with stepfamily life. In one session on “the ex-wife-in-law,” facilitators share
the sentiment that there is value in learning how to “[not] react when dealing with conflict.” For
stepmothers, practicing emotion management can make it easier to, for example, manage one’s
relationship with the ex-wife: “we expect that someday [the ex-wife’s] behavior will be
dramatically different, instead figure out how to deal…change your behavior so that emotions
don’t take over.” This might include “accept[ing] the irrational behavior that you don’t like and
do[ing] something to change it from your perspective.” Though it is work, again emotion
management is a form of self-work that provides stepmothers an avenue to reclaim a feeling of
power in the face of difficult familial circumstances – as one facilitator puts it, “we give away so
much power when we live in the pain caused by stepfamilies.” In other words, “we don’t have to
give others power to control our emotions. We can be a victor, not a victim.”
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Though self-work reinforces norms about gendered emotion work performance, it can
also have benefits for stepmothers to create personal space and reclaim feelings of power in a
potentially chaotic family system, though each benefit also reinforces emotion work done to
ultimately benefit others – a spouse, the ex-wife, or the stepchildren. This is especially salient in
messaging about how self-care and emotion management are described as good role-modeling
behavior for stepmothers. For example, in a general session one facilitator shares that, “good
role-modeling is taking care of yourself and your family” and, in another session on emotions a
ministry leader shares that, “behavior that comes out of emotion can be very bad, we want to be
role models, exhibiting emotional control.” All of this suggests that being a “good role-model”
entails emotion work and that the successful social performance of controlled personal emotions
is critical in stepmotherhood.
The ministries, not surprisingly, stress the point that self-work can be facilitated through
developing a relationship with God. “Self-care and prayer” are encouraged simultaneously, as is
the value of a journey to “find your identity in Christ.” A strong relationship with God is
important because “your view of God affects everything that you do, every relationship that you
have, and every choice that you make.” God can be a supportive figure in learning how to
manage emotions, “God says we should not judge others’ behavior, but learn how to manage our
emotions in response to what’s happening around us.” One can “ask for God’s help to change
negative thinking patterns,” to help “act in ways that warrant [your stepchildren’s] respect,” with
a challenged marriage, and with loving your stepchildren – even when they are “acting so
unlovable.” A relationship with God can benefit stepmothers by illuminating places where they
can grow and change, for the better, as a result of her familial role. The general sentiment is that
“God grows you more when you have stepchildren.” Overall, a stepmother who engages in selfwork is “a [good] stepmom [because she] is constantly growing.” Taken together, this messaging
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implies that changing one’s self, and the private emotion work entailed with that process, is a
route to personal and familial happiness. I argue, that for stepmothers, engaging in self-work lays
a strong foundation for being able to also accomplish the essential tasks of (re)marriage work
and (step)family work.

(Re)Marriage Work
Stepmothers are also strongly encouraged to engage in (re)marriage work, which I argue
is another form of emotion work. Marriage work has been described in previous research as the
intentional work individuals and couples do to strengthen the marital relationship (Celello 2009;
Hackstaff 1999). The concept of marriage work emerged in the 1950s and was solidified in
mainstream culture by the 1970s when experts sought to provide solutions around the
unprecedented divorce rate of the time. Using these data, I extend existing definitions of
marriage work into the context of remarriages. I argue that marriage work is a form of private
emotion work and manifests itself differently in higher order marriages than in first marriages.
Remarriage work entails acknowledging and accepting that remarriages are different from first
marriages, doing divorce work to process and heal from negative circumstances that can arise
from terminating past relationships, and prioritizing the remarriage. All of which the ministries I
examine encourage of stepmothers. The narrative around stepmothers’ engagement in remarriage
work is with the ultimate goal of strengthening the marital union, in turn celebrating the status of
one’s husband and being attentive to the spouse’s emotional well-being.
Remarriages are different from first marriages and require emotion work because, as one
facilitator said, “remarriage is a new beginning, a fresh start, but there were some hard seasons
that took place before we started our happily ever after.” In turn, stepmothers are advised, “don’t
try to function as a first marriage.” The ministries aim to normalize the dynamics that can occur
in remarriages/stepfamilies and the “difficult emotions” that can coincide with them, a
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potentially helpful thing for stepmothers to hear. For example, ministry literature states, “every
marriage has issues and goes through seasons,” but “stepfamily complexities are due to grief,
anger, resentment, and loss. Those emotions are common to [all stepfamilies].” Successful
(re)marriage work entails concerted efforts by each spouse, but women, as the emotional keepers
of the family, should encourage husbands to do remarriage work. In one session, a facilitator
shares, “if your husband is the one who broke up the marriage you will be the target of
this…have him go to DivorceCareÔ or get counseling.”
Divorce work has been has been institutionalized in the form of programs like
DivorceCareÔ and described as the compulsory, sacred, private emotion work divorcees do to
heal from the divorce process and to have a successful remarriage; it entails processing grief,
improving communication skills, and protecting children from harmful emotional effects of
divorce (Jenkins 2014). The value of attending DivorceCareÔ for one’s self (if relevant), spouse,
and the version of the same program for (step)children is repeatedly mentioned in my data.
Because stepfamilies are viewed to be formed as a result of loss, doing emotion work associated
with healing from prior divorce(s) is critical for the survival of the (re)marriage. For instance,
ministry literature states, “All stepfamilies are formed due to loss. The stepfamily wouldn’t exist
if death or divorce had not eliminated the first marriage. Although this is difficult to absorb, this
fact is vital information toward the formation and healing of the new family.” Difficulties in the
(re)marriage may be the result of not having adequately engaged in divorce work before forming
a new relationship, in the words of one ministry leader, “sins from his past marriage are
preventing yours from being blessed,” there is, “a need for proper healing and recovery [and
when] people don’t take the time to deal with or heal from grief associated with the first
marriage [it] brings pain and baggage into a new relationship.”
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Prioritizing (re)marriage is the focus of many Seminars sessions and other ministry
materials. It means investing time and emotional energy into one’s marriage to improve
communication, marital intimacy, and become a more supportive spouse. (Re)marriage work is
essential because, as one facilitator explains in a session on building intimacy in marriage, “a
strong stepfamily is only as strong as the marriage. When you build a secure marriage, you are
building a legacy for [the stepkids] – they don’t want to experience another divorce.” At its core,
this sentiment upholds the value conservative Christians tend to place on heterosexual marriage
as the foundation of a family (Powell et al. 2010). It is emphasized that even when stepfamily
dynamics can complicate the emotional bond between husband and wife, stepmothers are
advised to “always lean toward the side of protecting your marriage.” Stepmothers, in Seminars
sessions, are encouraged to “nourish your marriage when things get hard” and to “pour into your
marriage – when you least feel like doing it, that’s when you probably need to do it most.” An
overarching sentiment is that stepmotherhood is an “opportunity to live an example of a Godly,
stable marriage.” One facilitator said, “the most important thing I have done for my stepchildren
is provide them a view of a tenacious marriage.” As such, stepmotherhood becomes directly
wrapped up in the success of the marriage, and the emotion work done on the part of stepmothers
to preserve it.

(Step)Family Work
The concept of family work has been explored in previous research in two different ways.
First, family work has been operationalized as a composite measure of housework, childcare, and
emotion work (e.g., Pedersen et al. 2011). Elsewhere, family work has been conceptualized as
part of the process of “doing family” (Nelson 2006; Sarksian 2006), an extension of the concept
of “doing gender” (West and Zimmerman 1987), whereby family members, especially members
of “non-normative families,” socially construct their familial boundaries, roles, and relationships
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through everyday interactions (Pylyser et al. 2018). I extend these works and, using these data,
define, family work as the intentional, private emotion work done on behalf of (step)family
members with the goal of improving the quality of (step)family life. As with (re)marriage work,
family work manifests itself differently in stepfamilies than in first families. Perhaps the
strongest example of the gendered emotion work stepmothers are encouraged to accomplish is in
their (step)family work, which includes efforts to develop an understanding of stepfamily
dynamics from the (step)kids’ perspectives and accept that there are differences between
stepfamilies and first-families, especially regarding the different emotional feelings of love
between (step)parents and children. The ministries encourage stepmothers to develop empathy
for her spouse and his ex-wife, and find ways to emotionally manage a relationship with the exwife. Finally, accepting that stepfamily life is a process that requires an active investment to stay
the course. In the process, offering forgiveness is essential for stepmothers’ well-being.
Ministry messaging suggests that success in stepmotherhood entails developing an
understanding of stepfamily dynamics from (step)kids’ perspectives because, as one ministry
leader puts it, “for kids of remarriage, your relationship is a permanent symbol that mom and dad
will never be together ever again.” Drawing unintentionally on the tenets of intensive
motherhood that assumes that children are sacred (Hays 1996), ministry literature suggests that,
“if you want to be a better stepmom, you’ve got to get inside the mind of your stepchild.” This
can mean understanding stepfamily complexities such as, “stepkids don’t have a family tree, they
have a family forest,” or something related to day-to-day stepfamily life such as how “holidays
are a difficult time for stepchildren, even as adults. They feel torn about where to go and how
much time to spend in multiple places.”
Accepting the differences between stepfamilies and first-families is also necessary
emotion work for stepmothers to engage with because stepfamily life is, according to a ministry
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leader, “not black and white like it is in a traditional family,” and because, “there are so many
complexities to stepfamily that first families don’t have to deal with.” In turn, “it is common for
people to have unrealistic expectations…because what you know about the biological family
mold doesn’t translate to stepfamilies.” Stepmothers should, as excerpted from one handout’s
tips, “Be willing to tolerate disharmony in your home and recognize it’s normal,” “let go of the
dream,” meaning, “don't focus on what you think you should have, but what you do have.”
The emotional feelings of love between children and (step)parents is one of the most
salient differences between first-families and stepfamilies. Ministry literature asserts that “a
[good] stepmom…recognizes that she will love her biological children differently than stepkids.”
Facilitators mirror these sentiments with statements like, “we are required to act lovingly toward
our stepchildren, but we don’t love them the same way as our biology.” Explanations for why
parent-child love in stepfamilies is different point to essential differences between biological and
other parents in a family system. For instance, one handout mentions that, “Children are fiercely
loyal to a biological parent. Even when [they are] unkind, abusive, detached, neglectful or
emotionally unstable, a child will often defend, remain faithful, or support that parent. A child’s
deep need for the parent’s love can cause them to reject the stepparent in lieu of the biological.”
So, “a [good] stepmom…recognizes that children often feel disloyal to the biological mom if
they treat [stepmom] kindly.” The loyalty children feel toward their biological parent(s) also
makes for a discernable difference between mothering and stepmothering. One facilitator
explains, “biokids allow us in more, they allow us to pour into them in ways our stepkids don’t.”
The differential experiences of stepmothers and stepfathers is also explained through essential
gender differences regarding emotions. One ministry leader explains that when stepchildren
“don't allow you in” it’s important to remember that “it’s not about you, they feel disloyal to
mom…we (stepmoms) take this personally, stepdads don’t.” This sentiment reinforces the idea
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that women need to engage in private emotion work in ways that men do not in family life. In
turn, private, identity-related emotion work is compulsory then for stepmothers to come to a
place of accepting difference.
Developing empathy for her spouse and his ex-wife, as well as learning to emotionally
manage a relationship with the ex-wife are also aspects of stepmothers’ family work. Ministry
leaders explain the taxing nature of stepfamily life on one’s spouse as follows: “for dads it’s
exhausting. Working full-time, paying child support. And things are against them. There are only
so many resources and so much time and money to fight.” A panel of spouses of stepmothers at
The Seminars shared their answers to the question “what can stepmoms do or understand that
will make the Dad’s role easier?” In response, the men asked for understanding, patience, and
mention that “feedback about the kids has to be delicate.” Stepfamily dynamics are also difficult
for the ex-wife, in turn, one ministry-related book notes, “A [good] stepmom…tries to be at
peace with the biological mom and asks God to help her see things from the mother’s
viewpoint.” It’s important to realize that “[the ex’s] plan never included a bonus mom, another
mom, or a step-anything” and that “just as you may feel you have lost control of your schedule
or pocketbook, biomoms have lost control of their kids in some way.” In turn, finding ways to
emotionally manage a relationship with the ex-wife is also essential family work for stepmothers.
Leaders assert that “you don’t have to be BFFs [with the ex-wife]…Keep it cordial, polite, and
businesslike.”
Understanding stepfamily life as a process means finding ways to stay the course in
challenging times and, along the way, finding ways to offer forgiveness. One handout describes
this, “The average stepfamily needs between five to seven years to form a family identity. In
movies, love between adults and bonding with children happens quickly; in real life, it happens
gradually. Be patient…” In turn, “stepmotherhood looks different through the seasons of life, it
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morphs.” To stay the course, stepmothers are encouraged by leaders to, “keep chasing your
stepchild’s heart.” The stepfamily process also means that, according to a ministry related book,
“the rewards of the step-parenting journey are often at the end…they’re not on our timetable.”
This sentiment is reinforced by a stepmom facilitator reflecting on her own experiences: “My
hope is that one day we can all sit at the table together, my husband and I, and all of our kiddos,
and that we can talk about all the great family vacations, the good times, and even the difficult
times. This is what keeps me going.” In difficult times a stepmother can, according to bulleted
points on one handout, “Offer grace freely and often” because “forgiveness offers freedom,
peace, and love…[but] forgiveness is not a one-time event.” Forgiveness should be extended to
others, but also to one’s self. One leader said, “…as stepmoms often we need to just forgive
ourselves.”
CONCLUSION
Religious identity support for stepmothers occurs at the nexus of contemporary cultural
ideologies about secularism, (re)marriage, and (step)motherhood. I draw from the sociological
literatures in these areas to analyze data gathered from participant observation at nondenominational Christian seminars and associated ministry materials for stepmothers that are
part of a larger set of ministries for stepfamilies in this tradition. I argue that ministries for
stepmothers encourage women to engage in compulsory, private emotion work to help clarify
and secure their identities as stepmothers. This emotion work entails improving oneself through
self-work – a process that lays the foundation for doing (re)marriage work and family work.
Religious ministries for stepmothers help guide women through a private emotional process of
accepting that their stepfamily is “not normal or ideal” and how they can become more secure in
their familial roles through emotion work, much of which is characterized by strengthening their
personal relationship with God. These processes draw from tenents of both traditional religious
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beliefs and expressive individualism prominent in our contemporary therapeutic culture and
manifest themselves in gendered ways.
My findings have several implications. First, that religious and secular worlds are not as
distinct as our stereotypes might imply and are revealing of the gendered ways emotion work is
constructed and accomplished in complex ways. Second, gendered emotion work is uniquely
important in the context of stepfamily life. Scholars estimate that 65-75 percent of stepcouples
divorce (Hart 2009) and conflict between remarried couples is often related to stepparenting
(Coleman and Ganong 1987). Managing ill-defined roles, contentious relationships with current
and ex-spouses, and financial strains stress stepfamilies and may explain the high divorce rates
among these couples (Cherlin and Furstenberg 1994). However, less serious empirical attention
has committed to understand how gendered differences in emotion work may contribute to
negative or otherwise stressful stepfamily experiences, which appears to be particularly salient to
stepmothers’ experiences. Stigmatizing labels can be sources of chronic strain for individuals
and, combined with disproportionate emotion work, may help illuminate the many negative
outcomes stepmothers’ report experiencing in their stepfamily lives.
The limitations of this study point to directions for future research. First, not surprising is
that in these data, given the known ambivalence that exists around gay rights among
conservative Christian communities (Bean and Martinez 2014), families and marriages are
conceptualized heteronormatively. Future research could extend the investigation of emotion
work in (re)marriages and stepfamilies to non-heterosexual families. Understanding how this
emotion work typology may overlay onto other data sources about stepfamily life would further
strengthen its theoretical utility. Although resources in this tradition are not nearly as prevalent
for stepfathers, they do exist in the form of books, and an examination of them could further
illuminate the ways religious institutions play a role in the social construction of gender and
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emotion work for men in stepfamilies. How women interpret and utilize information gleaned
from the ministries is also not fully possible with these data, as resource limitations hindered my
ability to collect a subset of formal, more in-depth interviews than what my conversations in the
field revealed. Future research then, could focus on how individuals who seek out these settings
evaluate, enact, and utilize information.
As therapeutic communities, step-ministries support stepmothers as they negotiate
stepfamily life, but in the process of doing so, as do many social institutions, they also legitimate
problematic ideologies about femininity, motherhood, and heterosexual marriage. This study is
intended to start a scholarly conversation around gendered experiences of remarriage and
stepfamily life in religious context. This study also starts a conversation around how
contemporary religious institutions play a role in the social construction of gender roles by
encouraging and legitimating women’s disproportionate emotion work in (step)family life.
Women perform disproportionate emotion work in private and public life as a result of their
subordinate economic social status (Hochschild 1978), but in turn, the disproportionate
performance also reinforces this subordinate status. Private emotion work encouraged of
stepmothers is constructed as a therapeutic tool-kit that when enacted can work to a stepmother’s
personal benefit, but this personal benefit is always gleaned in relation to the improvements in
the emotional well-being of others in the family system. The overarching implicit message of the
emotion work typology described above is that accomplishing private emotion work to improve
one’s self lays a foundation for improving one’s marriage and family life. A stepmother’s
emotion work has utility and benefit only in so far as it provides emotional benefit to others –
specifically one’s husband, his ex-wife, and the (step)children. Additionally, these data suggest
that gender disparities in emotion work performance are not fully illuminated through a binary
gender lens, but rather that there may be hierarchies of emotion work performance within
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gender-specific categories. When compared to men, women disproportionately perform more
emotion work but, in heterosexual-couple families, stepmothers may disproportionately perform
more emotion work than mothers, in turn, reinforcing the subordinate status of stepmothers in a
family system. Future research can explore how the gendered emotion work may be differential
between and within other social strata.
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CONCLUSION
For this dissertation I was invested in understanding how stepmothers construct their
identities in family life and the implications of these processes. I found that because there is a
lack of useful socialization for the day-to-day realities of stepfamily life, women who become
stepmothers experience a deep sense of familial role ambiguity. Role ambiguity is a destabilizing
aspect of identity work, and requires women to direct much attention to managing their emotions
and day-to-day interactions in the family system. My interviews with stepmothers reveal that
women navigate role ambiguity by constructing the boundaries of the stepmother role as they
live it. A central aspect of this process is a respect for a culturally sacred (biological) motherchild relationship. Institutions justify and legitimate social roles, and to better understand sources
of support available to stepmothers, I also examined religious self-help resources through
participant observation at Christian ministry seminars for stepmothers. I found that the ministry
encourages stepmothers to engage in extensive emotion work in everyday life. Rhetoric that
encourages gender discrepancies in the performance of emotion work reinforces problematic
gender role ideologies and, in turn, perpetuates gender inequalities in family life.
Badinter (2010) writes, “Every culture subscribes to an ideal of motherhood, although it
may vary with the times. Whether or not they are aware of it, all women are influenced by that
ideal. They might accept it or avoid it, negotiate with it or reject it, but ultimately their choices
are made in relation to it” (p.115). Thus, the experiences of all women in a given culture are
connected to ideologies in place around ideal motherhood. Motherhood is a socially constructed
institution, but history tells us that while social change does happen, it is often slow. Related to
this point, Rich (1986) writes that since the 1970s when she wrote her book, Of Woman Born,
“little has changed and much has changed. It depends on what you are looking for” (p.xii).
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How much power mothers possess in society is a complex question to answer. In relation
to stepmothers, mothers appear to have relatively more power to enact mothering in a
heterosexual stepfamily system. But, compared to men in these same family systems, much
evidence points to the ways mothers are disadvantaged by heterosexual marriage and
relationships taking on more of the share of unpaid domestic work (Hoschschild 1989; Bianchi et
al 2000). A large body of literature also elaborates on the ways mothers find it difficult to
reconcile the competing demands of work and family (see e.g., Crittenden 2001; Blair-Loy 2003)
and that they realize a wage penalty for motherhood (Glauber 2007). And, we still regularly hear
debate about women’s continued, universal access to contraceptives and abortion. As caregivers
in family units, the U.S.’s lack of universal paid family leave (PFL) also disproportionately
disadvantages women. However, in more recent years, both mothers and stepmothers have been
visible in powerful institutions, such as politics. The slate of women nominees for the 2020
presidential election is larger than it has ever been. Jill Biden and Melania Trump are both White
House level stepmothers, but their status as such is not touted as a way to legitimize their
leadership capabilities and superior abilities to empathize with others as a result of their motherstatus. Vigil’s (2019) new book explores how spouses of Presidents and presidential nominees
have used their mother-status to legitimize their capabilities, in turn upholding the value we
place on biological motherhood as a privileged social status that women appear to be enacting to
gain power in realms where they have historically had a limited ability to do so.
Stepmothers’ experiences here, perhaps unfortunately, show us the ways things have not
changed over time for women, as they feel blocked out of a secure sense of mother-status, even
when they do the work of mothering. This is disorienting for stepmothers because, in the context
of contemporary gender arrangements, feeling validated and at the center of family relationships
is one thing women have come to be able to expect. Women are traditionally “kin-keepers,” a
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role that comes with some social status and power in the context of the institution of family
itself. When this is not obtainable, even when fully “playing by the rules,” women are at a bit of
a loss. It doesn't feel normal for women to not have a sense of security in their status in the
context of the family. Stepmothers have little power in the family system, which adds to the
fragility of their relationships with stepchildren. To manage, stepmothers reflexively construct
their identities in real-time, drawing on what women “know to do” according to the ways the
institution of motherhood is set up. However, the tenents do not fully fit stepmothers’
experiences, and thus they defer to the biological mother and differentiate themselves from her –
all things that are arguably a biproduct of the way the institution of motherhood is constructed to
place primacy on the biological mother-child relationship as exclusive, private, and allconsuming for mothers (Rich 1986). In all, stepmothers experiences can help us understand how
“ideologies are powerful mechanisms for keeping people in their place” (Glenn, Chang and
Forcey 1994).
As previously discussed, stepmothers also have uniquely challenging experiences in the
stepfamily because they are up against competing messages about what their familial role is and
how they should assume it. Stepmothers have been construed in books, fairytales, and movies as
‘wicked,’ cruel, jealous, and ill equipped for motherhood (Claxton-Oldfield 2000; Dainton
1993). Although the wicked stepmother is not an accurate depiction of stepmother identity, it is a
useful stereotype to illustrate how the experiences of stepfathers and stepmothers are distinct.
Whereas stepfathers are perceived to fill a void in the family left by an absent biological father,
stepmothers try to find space in a family already occupied by a mother (Cherlin and Furstenberg
1994). The maternal family space is one that the mother rightfully dominates, at least according
to our cultural standards for what constitutes “good mothering.” Women are highly invested in
good mothering because, in our culture, they are socially evaluated on this basis. The mother-
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child relationship is considered sacred. Good mothers are attentive, loving, nurturing, and
protective caregivers (Braverman 1989; Hays 1996; Wolf 2011). Bad mothers are absent, selfish,
and controlling – a set of attributes synonymous with our assumptions about the wicked
stepmother. The demands of good mothering are immense, and a near impossible task for
mothers to accomplish alone, yet there is surprisingly little space for stepmothers to play active
roles in the upbringing of their stepchildren. Herein lies the competing messages for stepmothers
- if they are not viewed as being positively involved with stepchildren they are at risk of being
considered “wicked,” but if they are too involved, trying hard to be good mothers and women in
our culture, they risk overstepping the boundaries of the maternal family role and the sacred
mother-child relationship. This double-edged sword of role expectations means that stepmothers
are left full of hesitation and confusion about where their parenting role begins and ends (Hart
2009).
I find that extensive emotion work and role deference are the responses stepmothers tend
use to address the inadequacy they feel in their roles because of the absence of a biological bond
with their stepchildren. This is a simultaneously useful strategy for stepmothers trying to figure
out their role in the context of lifelong socialization into family roles that do not directly overlay
onto stepmothers roles in families, but also harmful in that it reinforces a hierarchy among
women in mothering-like roles in families. In previous chapters, I argue that stepmothers face
unique challenges in family life because dominant cultural ideologies about motherhood do not
afford them the ability to fully achieve the exclusive status of being a “mother,” but
simultaneously impose gendered role expectations on adult women in mothering-like roles in
families. These dynamics are harmful to stepmothers’ well-being and reinforce gender
inequalities by positioning (biological) mothers and stepmothers in opposition to each other,
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instead of as potentially valuable co-parents in a family system. In turn, all of this perpetuates
problematic aspects of motherhood ideologies that reach into the lives of all women in society.
Women in non-biological mothering roles are also largely overlooked in our statistical
estimations and counts of family life. In her work, Dorothy Smith (1990, 1993) discusses how
sociology, in its methodologies and subsequent categories for collecting “hard statistical data,”
serve to construct ideologies instead of knowledge; this has been especially true in the study of
women. For instance, the Census counts children in only one household despite the prevalence of
shared custody agreements between separated or divorced parents, systematically overlooking
stepmothers’ prevalence in families. Similarly, demographers emphasize changes in fertility rates
of groups of women in the population which do not account for adoptive or stepmothers –
reinforcing the problematic aspects of motherhood ideology that ties definitions of motherhood
to birth in turn, increasing public discussion about so called “childless women” as those who
warrant the most attention. All of this, in turn, reinforces the primacy of biological mothers in
society.
My research adds to an already extensive literature on gender inequality in society.
However, “some ideas are not really new but keep having to be affirmed from the group up, over
and over” (Rich 1986:xv). My findings show, through a lesser explored unit of analysis, how
gender inequalities are reproduced in the family. Stepmothers’ experiences uniquely illuminate
how oppressive gender ideologies about mothers are felt by all women in society. Additionally,
the insights gleaned from this research can help build stronger supports for stepmothers, and
strengthen the stepfamily. However, as with all studies, this one has limitations. Most glaringly,
a host of feminist scholarship has demonstrated that white, middle-class, heterosexual-family
experiences of motherhood are not universal, and though this study does not include a diverse
enough sample to comment on how stepmotherhood is experienced by women in various other
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social locations, future research could more deeply explore these nuances in stepmotherhood. For
example, mothers in marginalized communities have, historically, relied on more communal and
flexible models of mothering, out of necessity (Stack 1983; Collins 2000). Therefore,
distinctions within mother-like roles may not be as relevant to their experiences. Also, lesbian
stepmothers have different experiences than heterosexual stepmothers, though this body of
research also is limited (Moore 2011).
In conclusion, anyone can “mother,” but a sacred status is assigned to women who birth
children; any other woman that plays a central mothering role in a heterosexual family must then
engage in identity work to reconcile the way they understand biological parents’ privileged
status. The privileged status of biological mothers is, on the one hand, easily justified because
women pay a high price for motherhood in a society that does not highly value the work of
mothering. On the other hand, if we seek to challenge the institution of motherhood, and the
subsequent disadvantages all women incur from it, then as a society we might need to reconsider
the potential value of stepmothers’ roles. Further, if children are considered sacred, and we
genuinely do want to position them as best we can in contemporary times, which are
characterized by dramatic inequality and precariousness, then wouldn’t more parents (i.e., more
resources) be welcomed? Motherhood ideology builds up a sacred status of (biological) mothers,
that, on the one hand, brings the struggles and sacrifices of mothers into the light so we can make
progress in this area, but when this is done at the exclusion of others or in a way that reinforces
women’s disadvantages anyways, are we actually making progress? To shed assumptions about
the relationship between biological determinism and gender, we cannot overlook how this is still
playing out in one of the most fundamental institutions of society – as families reinforce this in
their everyday actions and beliefs, as do some of the institutions they reach out to for support.
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